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A. The Appreciation Vierooint.
Ever since nan came to think in the abstract, to create
units of measure, to think of time, and to be aware of such
concepts as lines and angles, mathematics has b en the ob-
ject of his study and the basis of the natural sciences of (1)
antiquity, becoming the very es once of all science of the
present day. In an age that seems to be more utilitarian
than its immediate predecessors, it is natural, in weighing
the value of mathematics, to consider its manifold uses, le
study mathematics because it is one of a small group of sub-
jects that are linked up with a l^rge number of the branches
of human knowledge. The pu il today, then, needs an intel-
ligible conception of the immeasurable contribution mathe-
matics has made to the comfort, convenience, and >ower of
man. He must realise that, not only would the greatest of
such achievements have been utterly impossible, except for
mathematics, "out that the legs important developments which
could have been wrought without mathematical help could not
have been thus accomplished without tremendous aste of
material and human energy. He must also understand that
the field of application is rt present widenin' at an ex-
tremely rapid rate. Finally, he must be convinced that,
w lf all the contributions which mathematics has made, and
which nothing else cuild make, to navigation, to the build-
ing of rail- ays, to the construction of ships, to the sub-
jugation of wind and ave
,
electricity and heat, and many
(1) Smith, D. E. - The Call of Mathematics - The Mathe-
matics Teacher, May, 1929 - Vol. XIX
P. 282
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other forms and manifestations of energy, he -ill have
demonstrated that, if all these' contribnt long of mathe-
matics acre su’ enly -ithdrawn, the life and body of in-
dustry and commerce would suddenly collapse as by a parr-
lytic stroke, the now splendid outer tokens of material
civilisation would parish and the face of our planet would
quickly assume the aspect of a ruined and bankrupt -orld."
Efficient learning does not require the mastery of
the intricacies of the theories of mathematics. It does,
however, go hand in hand with interest in the subject.
The teacher 1 3 task, then, is to find problems that are
gri * ing and that ill stimulate to wir useful activity.
In modern mathematics teaching the development of an ap-
preciation vie- oint is absolutely essential. To appre-
ciate mathematics means to become aware of the sweep, the
grandeur, and t; e universality of the science
—
and to ven-
erate it. It me^ns to instill a desire to read its his-
tories, the biographies of its men o r renius. It means a
recognition of the truths discovered by it; the doctrines
created by it; the influence of these, through their ap-
plications and their beauty, upon the advancement of civi-
lisation and the welfare of man.
To develop this appreciation view point certain units
have been selected as appreciation units of secondary
mathematics. These ^re not regular lessons and under no
consideration is there to be a test on the material in-
volved. These unit • are merely incidental information to
(1) Key ser , C. J. - The Human fort’ of Rigorous Thinking.
Columbia University Press - Page 10
*
show ho"’ matheme t ical knowledge has been of first importance
in determining the nature of the universe in t^-hich 're live
and in carrying out many of the scientific and technological
investigations that f~ere essential in attaining the material
prosperity and the comfort and luxury that are characteris-
tic of the oresent age. Some of the nearer applications are
also considered to shoo the pupils that mathematics opens
to their minds many doors which will in all like&he or-
ev^r remain closed, if in the high school, the opportunity
to begin this study is neglected.
f*
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B. Mathematics and the Progress of Science.
The fundamental mathematical theory ha 3 always de-
veloped independently of the scientific phenomena which it
explains. Again and again it would almost seem that the
experimental scientists waited, to allow the mathematician
to go ahead and pave the way. The astronomers, the physi-
cists, all scientists who have made progress have ap-
proached the science, in general, with adequate mathemati-
cal e; uipment.
Take such simole curves as th^ conic sections asso-
ci ted through the analytical geometry with crusdretic equa-
tions. These curves first as cut from cones with varying
vertex angles, the ancient Greeks studied simply and solely
because these curves seemed to them to follow noon the
circle. The properties of these curves were carefully
studied by the Greek mathematicians without any idea of mak-
ing v practical application of them.
Nearly 2000 years later, Keoler, a student of mathe-
matics and astronomy, found that the orbit of the earth ~as
not circular. He turned naturally to the ell lose ith "'hose
properties, as a serious student of the mathematics of his
day, he was familiar. 3o he was able to determine that the
planets move in ellipses with the sun at one focus. Through
his familiarity with the conic sections, he '^as able to
enunciate two other laws with regard to the rate of motion
and the distance of the planets from the sun.
f
Neither the Greeks who began these studies nor Kepler
when he studied the Greek developments had any notion of
their applications to astronomical problems. Had Kepler not
had this background of mathematical information and training
the world would have waited considerably longer before the
astronomical facts would have received their correct inter-
pretation.
Not long afterwards Galileo Galilei wished to invest-
igate the motion of a falling body. He was able to show,
by a simple im thematical law, that the space passed over in
successive seconds was pro ortional to the successive odd
numbers. As a result, the total space passed over by a
freely falling body i3 riven by the quadratic equatioi^felC t'
.
During the latter part of the seventeenth century,
Newton was able to verify his hypothesis as to the law of
gravitation by showing that Kepler’s three laws were conse-
quences of this more fundamental law. He pas able to do
this by m^ans of a new and powerful mathematical method
which he had just invented, namely the calculus . Newton 1 a
great discovery, which would have been impossible without
the use of the highest mathematical knowledge av; ilable at
his time, represented the longest step that man had taken
in the comprehension of the inner nature of our universe.
Today the automobile engineer uses the parabola
,
one
of the conic sections, to fashion the automobile head-
light; the architect use<? the parabola to build the audi-
torium and to build his finest bridges; the student of pro-
*
jcctiles begins with the parabola. Progress is merle by the
use of these geometric curves ith simple algebraic prop-
erties . The teacher today who does not point out their
many uses in practical affairs misses a great opportunity
to impress upon the pupil the part of mathematics in the
progress of science and to impress upon the t>uoil tie uni-
verse as ruled by mathematical law.
The outstanding characteristic of a great physicist
or astronomer is the ability to interpret and extend his
observations by means of m them' tical formulas. Only
rarely is there an exception to this rule. 3ueh an ex-
ception was doubtless Faraday whose contributions to the
science of electricity press in upon us wherever ~e live.
Faraday himself knew th*
t
lack of familiarity with mathe-
matics was a serious drawback. Using Faraday's observa-
tions, Clerk Fax ell evolved the famous Maxwellian equa-
tions. From these mathematical investigations Maxwell
concluded that electrical disturbances were pro seated in
waves. Somewhat later a German ohysieist, Herts, veri-
fied experimentally the existence of these waves. ith—
out the basis of this mathematical formulation the mar-
vels of tireless telegraphy and radio could not have
been achieved in our day and cage.
About this same time, by representing points on a
line symmetrically olaced -ith respect to an origin, a
great step was made for advance in the theory of equa-
tions. Goon the negative end Irrational solutions of
equations came to be accepted on a par with solutions
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in rational numbers. The complete acceptance of the com-
olex number waited noon some graphical reore sentat ion. To
this problem no lf°s8 than three mathematicians, the ’Tor-
rppian Kaspar Wessell, the great German scholar Gauss, and
the Frenchman Argand found independently the solution.
The result is the complex number diagram which is known
to ’ay even to our high school students. This conception
gave to th t great genius G^uss the sure* - <31 ion for the
proof of the so-called fundamental theorem of algebra, the
theorem that every polynomial in MH pith real and complex
coefficients has a root.
It ~as not long, however, before the scientist dis-
covered that this new speculation of the mathematician
afforded simplicity in the consideration of Ms o-n prob-
lems. Thus Stelnmetz, employing the symbolism and the
mntho^s of operation with complex numbers, made the the-
ory of alternating currents easily intelligible. Here,
then, is another illustration that orogress in science
hr-" been preceded by crones <5 in mathematics.
There can be ne doubt, so far as the science of
ohysics and astronomy is concerned, that ororress has
been expressed in mathematical formulas for the Ians of
physics and the laws of planetary motion are simnle
mathematical statements. If we turn now from the study
of the past to the consideration of the uresent and the
future, we shall sown see that the opportunities for abs-
olving mathematical knowledge are more numerous and
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varied than at any previous time and that their number and
variety are rapidly increasing. Today the chemist, the
biolorist, and oven the student of medicine, are looking t
the mathematician in an a tte pt to formulate the phenomena
of the teat tube, the proa inf slant and the human body.
Aa. the knowledge in suc> complex fields rs meteorology,
sociology, economics, psychology, and education is contin-
ually gaining in precision, it is obvious that the possi-
bilities for applying m?. theme ticel methods mu3t rapidly in-
ereaw in number in the n"ar' future.
In the field of medicine one would l°est exnect to
find an application of higher mathematics. Before the out-
break of the late mr 0t. Alexis Carrel, of the Rockefeller
Institute of Medical Research, had noticed in the course of
some of his experiments that the rate of healing a -*ound
seemed to be approximately proportional to its surface area.
Later, one of his colleagues. Dr. P Lecomte cu Houy, found
that the area of the wound surface at any given time could
be expressed in terms of the area at the time of first ob-
servation, the interval of time elapsed since that obser-
vation, and a certain ouantity M i M known as the index of
the ~ound . Once ”i M was determined it -ti possible to
clot a curve of healing and predict the future orogress of
the -ound. Any marked departure from the curve was due to
some abnormality such r s infection in the wound
—
quite a
valuable application of higher mathematics.
One of the most obvious of economic phenomena is the •
*.
.
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altern-tion of periods of prosperity and periods of depres-
3ions. By simple anathematioal analysis, the economist has
established the cause of these economic cycles and the lew
which governs them* In meteorology and scientific agri-
culture the methods employed are the methods of mathemat-
ical statistics and the results are noteworthy. ?or ex-
ample, in the domain of meteorology proper, the methods
of mathematical statistics have enabled the meteorologists
to establish curious and unexpected connections between
weather happenings in various parts of the globe. It is
evident that we are on our ""av to an exact science of
meteorology, and it io by the use of mathematical methods
that ^e shall arrive at that goal.
Can the high school student of today stodv ohysics
and other science first and leave the necessary mathemat-
ical formulas and methods until the need arises? The se-
condary school teacher, fortified by this wealth o: evi-
dence, is ""ell enuipned to answer this vital question.
The answer of history is absolutely and emphatically,
ITo. Had Kepler hot been familiar lth the mr themst^ cal
theory of the conic sections he would not have been able
to formulate his laws of planetary motion. Had Newton
not been acquainted with the mathematical advances of Ms
day, his conception of the universe could not have been
formed. Then his work in medicine brought to Ms mind the
problems of sound Helmholtz had the indispensable prepa-
ration and was -^ble to solve problems which would have
f*
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been for hire forever Insolvable If he had been reouired
to go back to build up the a thew tic 1 f xm ation* Maxwell,
too, had that thorough mathematical preparation ''hich enabled
him to see the formulas b-r ck of the electromagnet ic phenome-
na. A "-hole host of recent physicists like Michelson and (1 )
Einstein have had such a profound grasp of mathematics that
the new shysics, aatlcal e "ration hr s e r 4*
mathematical training of these men began in their early stri-
dent days and it has continued ever since.
Hot one of these thinkers of the past age3 felt that
his 3earch for m thematical truth needed the practical ap-
plication to justify his study. Sven in the ancient rays,
the circle, the parabola, and the ellipse -sere realities,
and the numbers of arithmetic and the symbols of algebra,
geometry, trigonometry and the calculus created a world
rhose reality can not no"* be disputed.
Te have now considered in a. brief ray some of the past
and present contributions of mathematical ideas to the ro-
gre33 of science and the advance of civilization. Surely
one can not fail to be impressed by the fact that mathe-
matics, the oldest of the sciences, is indeed the ’handmaid
of the sciences’—always in advance, ever returning to help.
It should be apparent then that the future citizen who en-
gages in some form of intellectual activity is very apt to
have need of ar thematical knowledge and mathematical tr a in-
ti) Karp inski, L. - Mathematics end the Progress of cience
School Science and Mathematics
February, 1939
_ page x?,l.
*
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ing. For the boy3 and rirls in high school the lack of in-
struction in elementary trigonometry
,
in element' ry algebra,
in room©try will absolutely bar their -ay to the sciences;
it is as serious for them as lack of mathematical training
is for the physicist today. In college it is too late to
tiim back to pick up that elementary instruction in the
mathematics which today, more than ever, is eq ential for
the progress of science. The student T*ho -’aits to l^arn
his m; thematlcs r.n r1 theory as he needs it, tv,'t student will
never find it necessary. Progress will not wo it 'or hir .
Since the high school is obviously the place uh>re the
majority of our future citizens must obtain *-v~ tourer seri-
ous training in mathematics, beyond arithmetic, they are ~pt
to receive we must see that they ret this training both for
the sake of society and the sake of the individual. Ve cm -
not do less and do our duty as educators. It is for this
reason— to stimulate interest, to create the -ill to learn
—
that certain appreciation units, worked out in detail, may
be used advantage in secondary school mathematics* Once
impressed with the beauty, the grandeur, end the utility of
the subject, the average rur il -ill desire to continue be-
yond the required course of s condary mathematics. y cre-
ating such a desire, secondary echo '''l teachers of t~ vy may
feel assured that those moils who in the future may need
mathematics, will have received, from their o-n volition,
the necessary background and training. Much of the mater-
ial used in illustratir.fr V e oow^r -n^ beauty of mathemat-
ics cannot, of course, be made intelligible to our high

school pup 1
1
3
,
hut, nevertheless, they -111 feel the • tmos-
phere of the teacher's Interest en r1 crtch the contagion of
h r faith. They may net follow ell the intricacies of the
theories e.:. hut the enthusi- sm anti evident renius in-
volved can not iTr.il to seize them " ith a rrlp that they shall
never forget.
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APPRECIATION r .r 'IT I
THE liATHHHATIC3 WPED BY KEPLER IN ?OR2.!TTLATIITO
THE LAY3 OF PLANETARY MOTION
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k?:pl-;r»s la .s of plahstary motion
Keoler f 9 chi ?f claim t > memory lice in his enunciation
of the laws of planetary motion. The record of this faith-
ful follower of science is remarkable. He d isaleyed a
genius and enthusiasm for mat% emetics and astronomy which
led him to the highest pinnacles of sclent i flc ad i sr
e
... t.
Kepler was denied the joy of astronomical observation,
for in his youth a serious illness had permanently injured
is eyesight. He consuered, but his victory -as -on in the
battlefield of reometrv and statistics with the aid of his
calculations, his drawing Instruments, and above all his
wonderful perseverance in the face of repeated failure.
be must not neglect to do homage to Ke- l^r 1 * great in-
fluence on his contemporaries in the realms of - ' td mratics,
' nd oartlculf rly in geometry. This branch of mathematics
had suffered some neglect at the expense of a great ad-
vance in algebra, the theory of conations, and trigonometry.
The seventeenth centur* r revival in eometry ' as largely due
to the influence of K°pler. It was he ^ho introduced to
the world of m; thematico for the first time ^hat has been
called the "principle of continuity.*1
As an instance of this, he regarded the circle as a (1)
soecial case of the ellipse. For, keening the major axis
AA*, in Figure 1 below, of constant length, suppose we con-
Ha.rt, Ivor B. - Makers of Science - Ox ’ord University Press
Pa^e 85.
*.
.
.
.
.
••
j V iJJ
.
J
,
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struct a series of ellipses ~ith the two foci 39* (Kepler
was the originator of the term * focus') successively closer
together, we find that the minor axis becomes longer and
longer, making the ellipse resemble tv e circle more enc more
closely, until we reach the limiting c~se in which the bci
coincide with the centre, when the curve becomes a circle.
Kepler's Principle of Continuity. The Circle ns a
Special Ca se of the Ellipse.
e have another example of the principle of continuity ‘"hen
we regard the parabola *s continuous -ith the ellipse.
This is seen by keeping A and 3 ( figure 1) fixed, and grad-
ually moving V e other focus S' and the extremity A* far-
ther and f rther to the right. In the limit, when 3 1 4 s at
an infinite distance to the right, the curve '-ecc. os a. para-
bola. Keoler introduced the idea of infinitesimals as an
application of the law of continuity. This was really a
simple extension of the method of limits in vogue as far
back as the days of Euclid and Archlm-d's, but it h~d far-
reaching consemiences later, for it paved the -ay to the in-
vention of the calculus by Newton and Leibnitz . By way of
illustration of Kepler's introduction o ? the tgrra "infinite-
ly small uantity", a single c^se will suffice. He regarded
.1
€
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a circle as being made up of aa infinite number of triangles
all with v rtices at tie centre 0, an'1 ^ith infinitely small
- *e8 on the circumference. The sum of the areas of the in-
finitely email triangles rives the tot^l area of the circle,
while the sum of the lengths of the infinitely small bases
riven the length of the circumference.
Showing application of Infinites!
mals to the A *ea of a Circle.
During all his life tire, healer ran -’ee; ly concerned
wit! the oix knovn clarets—..Iercury
,
Vemts, forth, liars,
Juoiter and Saturn. He that these ^ere at successively
greater distances from the sun. iloreover he knew that the
farther a lanet ms from the sun, the slo-pr its motion.
It ~~s K^ul'r’s strong fueling that there was in -11 this
some governing scheme. The unravelling of this problem
he made his life ^ark. His final efforts were indeed
CTO red it- success, but first theory was fantastic.
An important outcome, however, ra s a cordial Invitation
rhich he no r ’ r
- c ived from a man at Prague who ^as destined
to affect hi a rhole future career. This man was the famous
Tycho Brahe, justly termed the pioneer of occur- te astron-
omical observation. Tycho «p.3 n^t a follower of Copernicus
but he nev'--rtv eless had sound advice to offer Kepler. ”Do
not build up abstract *oecul" tions concerning the system
.r*
.
-
.
.
.
.
-
— -1 —
of the world, * he advised, Mbut rather first lay a solid
foundation in observations
,
and then by ascending from them,
strive to come at the causes of things." Kepler, of course,
did not hesitate to abandon his fantastic theory Then he
realized it ^as not consistent with the accurate observa-
tions of Tychc Brahe
.
About this time Kepler received an appointment to the
University of Linz. At the same time he 'rrs applying his
mind to the problems of the solar system, and one by one,
at long intervals, he gn.ve to the world his three underfill
laws of planetary motion.
Let us now consider his thr^e laws of planetary motions.
He had always felt that there was some profound law which
controlled the motions of the planets round the s^n. He
sought to determine the number, the size, and the motion of
the orbits of the planets. His materials were the invalu-
able records of Tycho Brahe* s observations, and his own
knowledge of geometry. Tycho’s observrt on are, so it
,
5 the 11 ccessor,
Kepler, j*h&, unlike is nr star, was a Copemican. For t""0
reasons Mars is the maet difficult of the planets for which
to construct tables in harmony with the observations. As
liars sometimes comes near the "forth
,
its movements can be
determined with gr^at precision and any Irregularities be-
come apparent. Besides this, the orbit of Mars diverges
more from the circular form than that of any of the other
planets. A very complicated geometrical s>stem of eui-
$7< -
0
cycles an> eccentrics Is renuired in order to represent the
motion in satisfactory accordance vlth the facts.
Like Copernicus, Kepler followed in particular the
movements of the pittUl Mars, these beino su? ’iclently rapid
to orovide adequate data for tenting uuruogeg. His es-
sentially the method of trial and error, 'hrery conceivable
relationship between distance, the rate of motion, rnd the
path of the planet sted In the light of Brahe* -e-
mlts, only to reject them one ~fter the other. Kepler
tried hypothesis after hypo t’ -ftsis, but could not, by sys-
tems of e
;
>i icycl's, re ;• sent l’yc> o f s observations ~ith suf-
ficient accuracy.
beat ras the correct orbit of ?£ars? He soon convinced
himself that if it ?ere 'r circle, then at any rate the sun
could not bo at its centre. After much labor he ~ot a step
farther. He noticed that rhen tr e lanets* distance fron
the sun -diminished, the planet o-ent faster, and Then the
distance increased it ~ent slower, ana1 this brought Mm to
the idea that the ola.net must sr-or) out canal areas in eorl
intervals of time. Suppose, therefore, that he - "-ore to re-
present the orbit by a circle, with the sun not rt the
center, ~oul r’ t 1 e .lanet un er such conditions creep out
equnl er^as in eoua.l tiros? Ho tasted it for innumerable
itions of sun, ut it never quite fitted*
*
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Since Ms circular or- (1)
Fig. 5. Kepler’s Test
of e circular orbit with
the sun not at the center.
bit failed, he then
tried other forms of
curves, a carin' inno-
vation, as it ass uni-
versally believed t; - t
the celestial motions
must be composed of cir-
cular i.iovoments. lech dif-
ferent hypothesis involved
an immense amount of labor,
as all the calculations had
to be started anor, and in
Kepler’s ti?re there were no logarithm tables or other
modes of simplifying mas rica.l work .
At last, however, he hit upon the right solution.
'Thy not tr Tr an ell lose? He tried it, with- the nun in
one of the foci, and it fitted beautifully r ith
Brahe’s observations. At last the long-sought secret
~as his. T e oath: of V -n oja.net is that of an cl ..lpre
with the nun r t one focus
.
: r/' II e vorir tionn in sueed
are such that in orrual times the Manet sweeps out
equal arga s. A reference to the figure below shows an
(1) Hart, I. B. - Mahers of Science - Oxford Univ.
Press - Page 9G.
*
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ellipse with its two foci at
Fig. 6- The Ellipse.
8 end T; the ellipse has (1)
this property: if P is
any point on the curve,
the sum of the t?/o
lengths 3P and TF is con-
stant and equal to t"ice
the length OA, C being
the mid-point of ST. If
the sun is supposed to be
at 3, the pla.net moves
along the curve, being
nearest the sun at A
(perihelion) and furthest
at B (aphelion). The length CA is called the semi-
major axis of the orbit. A reference to Figure 7 be-
low will at once show his idea regarding the apeed of
the planet, 3, representing the sun, is at the focus
of an ellipse A B C D This ellipse represents
the orbit of any lsnet.
Then obviously the dis-
tance of the olanet -ill
be a minimum at A and a
maximum at F, and obser-
Kepler*3 First T~o Lars of
Planetary Action.
(1) amart. W. LI.- The Sun, The Stars and the Universe
Longman* s Gr^en Co. - page 31.
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vat ion shcr-a that the speed of motion is, on the con-
trary, a aaxlnnat at A and a .njnimua at F, so that if
A, 3, C, D, 3, etc. be the positions of the planet at
equal Intervals of time, and if we join these points
to J, then the areas swept through by the planet Pill
be respectively AI33, 3C3, CDS, Db3, and .5F3, r nd these
arer 3 are xo-m; bo be exactly enual . ( 1)
The apparent simplicity of Kepler's discovery
is apt to conceal the enormous mathematical difficul-
ties f ith . hicii he had to content . Firstly, a single
observation of a planet merely gives its direction at
a particular instant pith reference to the general
background of the stars* Secondly, the observations
are made from the earth, rhlch i3 itself moving along
an orbit round the sun. Thirdly, Kepler lacked the or-
dinary logarithmic aids to calculation with which every
schoolboy is familiar. It roulc? be a very si pie mat-
ter to prove the nrcas in Figure 7 equal by means of
calculus. Otherwise it is almost as complicated for
us as it T*as for Kepler to urove that the planets
sweep out equal areas in equal intervals of time. Some
time re might like to convince ourselves of this pro-
found truth. For the present, re might be satisfied
with the following sir.- ;le device. Thus in Firure 8 be-
rlart, Ivor B. - Makers of Science - Oxford Univ. Press
Pages 90 - 91.
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lot? a planet "ill describe the large 4- A* BP f in the
war time &s the 11 4. A P, Imnwsm the area A 1 3P*
equals the area ASP. A convenient, although crude,
device is to draw such
a representation of the
planetary motions on
cardboard and cut out
the shaded areas. They
should have the same
weight. This migh
t
serve as a simple proof
that the areas are equal
and thus convince us of the truth of XeplefU second
law.
Kepler was fully entitled to his triumph, but hi9
work was not yet complete. He had yet to unravel the
relationship which he felt existed between t ; o distan-
ces of the different planets and their average speeds
around the sun. ..hy he felt such a relationship to
exist we can hardly say, but he had a feeling that
simple mathematical laws were traceable in all natur-
al phenomena. He had little to go uoon. It was part
of 1 is genius that he felt intuitively that not only
was there such a relationship, but also that he would
f*nd it out sooner or later. And find it out he did,
though later rather than sooner. Let him speak for
himself j “’.That I prophesied two and twenty years ago,
figure 8.
r
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when I discovered the five solids among the 1 evenly
orbits—whet I fir ily believed long before I had seen
Ftols y*s rt ;i-.r : onies 1*—rh- t I had pr 'mined friends
in the title of this book, which I named before I ™r,s
sure of my iscovery—whet, sixteen years afro, I ’urged
as a thing to be sought—that for which I joined " ith
Tycho Br he, for which I settled in Prague, and for
which I have devoted the best p^rt of my life to as-
tronomical contemplations, this at length I have
brought to light. It is not eighteen months since the
first glimpse of light reached me, three months since
the dawn, very few days since the unveiled sun, most
admirable to gaxe upon, burst out upon me.
If you would know the precise moment, the idea
first came across me on the 8th of March of this year
*
1618, but, chancing to make a mistake in the calcula-
tions, I then rejected it (os false. I returned to it
again with new force on May 15; and it has dissipated
the darkness of my mind, by such an agreement between
this idea and my seventeen years* labor on Brahe*
s
Observations, that at first I thought I must be dream-
ing, and had taken my result for granted in my first
assumptions. But the fact is certain, that the pro-
portion existing between the periodic times of any
t"’Q olnnets is ex- ctly the sesnniolic- te proportion
of the mean distances of the orbits. * n
(1) Hart, I. B. Makers of Science - Oxford TTniv
r’rcGS - page 91.
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And nor lot us out this Into si inle language.
Kcrler* s '1 1scovsry was this: t' t for r 1\ r>l- nets,
the o" 10 ro s of the t ires of revolution round f e rim
o,re as the c ibe s of fc • ;e .n^an •' t stances . Lot no try
it, for* ex.r- .le, in the case of liars.
Te ‘.ate ore as follows, taking the Sarth* s dis-
tance as one unit, an the hhsrth* s tine (i. c. time of
one coai lete revolution) also as unity:
Ir.rth* s Distance from /un 1.0000 units
Kars1 Distance from fhm 1.5237 units
Earth'1 # Period of Revolution 1.0000 ye
ulred the period of revolution for Mars. We have,
by Kepior * s Th ird Law
(liars 1 Period) ? =
(liars* Distance)
(Mars* Period)^ -
Hence «
(1.5237) 15
-iars* Period of Revolution
(hath* s 1 rio")~
(Dart 1 :*;! Distance)
°
JL.2
i
3
=
Sj 1.5237'7
r 1.0880S years
^hich is true.
And so with all planets. The meaning of this
third law mill be seen from the following table, in
which “a'1 is the mean distance from the 3un, the
0nrth , 8 mean distance being taken as 1, and T is the
time In years of its revolution.

Mercury Venus M-.rtl: Mars Jupiter 8a turn
a .387 .723 1 1.524 5.203 0.539
a3 .058 .373 1 3.54 140.3 363.0
T .241 .015 1 1.381 11.86 20.46
ip2
.053 .373 1 3.54 140.7 3C7.9
The agreement of the fImres in the second line
with the corresponding finures in the fourth line con-
stitutes the third law.
To Kepler this was simply an interesting numerical
relation, apparently Independent of either of V e first
two laws. We shall see l^ter that these empirical laws
are the consequence of the great universal law of grav-
itation, the offspring of Heaton’s genius.
This then -as Kepler* s life • ork, and no more fit-
ting tribute to his memory could be driven tl an to im-
press upon you a restatement of his laws:
Law 1. All the planets move round the sun with el-
liptic orbits r ith the sun at one focus.
Law 2. The radius vector, or line joinin'- the olanet
to the sun, sweeps out equal areas in equal
intervals of time.
Law 3. For all planets, the square of the time of one
complete revolution (or year) is proportional
to the cube of the mean distance from the sun.
(1) Dyson, F. W. - Astronomy - S. P. Dutton Co.
Page 42.
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THE LAW OF UNIVERSAL GRAVITATION
"Towering head and shoulders above all his contem-
poraries, a veritable giant among the giants, a man
whose intellect and whose contributions to knowledge
are incomparably greater than those of any other
scientist of the past, was that prince of philosophers,
Sir Isaac Newton." (1)
Soon after his graduation from Trinity College,
Cambridge, Newton turned his thoughts to those specu-
lations on the subject of gravity which resulted in
his famous enunciation of the inverse square law of
universal gravitation, and enabled him to give a de-
finite proof of the three laws of planetary motion
discovered, but left unexplained, by Kepler. The
problem of gravity was not a new one. Speculations on
the subject had interested almost every philosopher of
note from the time of Plato. What had been called the
power of gravity was familiar to all. It remained to
discover the law which this power obeyed. Nekton,
like his predecessors, found the problem of fascinat-
ing interest.
It will be remembered that Kepler, after a life-
work of patient analysis of Tycho Brahe’s famous re-
cord of observations, had enunciated his three famous
(1) Hart, Ivor B. - Makers of Science - Oxford Univ.
Pres s - page 140.
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lams of planetary motion. Tie third of these laws, it
will be recalled, was that for every planet, the cube
of the distance is proportional to the square of the
periodic time; or, expressing this mathematically,
3
-i— is constant for all planets. Why should this be
T2
so? This was what Newton asked himself.
To understand this further, let us vary Kepler*
s
statements a little. He told us that the orbits of
the planets are elliptical. It will simplify the
problem without upsetting the argument in any way, if
we adhere to circles. Suppose the orbits are circular.
What *binding* force is there in a body like the sun
ich will keep a planet moving constantly around it
in a circular orbit? One finds a similar problem in
the twirling of a mass in a circular path by means of
a string. Referring to the figure below, suppose the
string is held at C, then initially, taking the point
A as the mass in Question, its direction of motion is
along the tangent AB.
That is to say, unless
otherwise restrained, it
'a-f will * fly off at a tan-
gent,* as the popular
phrase goes. But it i£
so restrained—by the
string AC, which, by
Figure
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tending to pull the mass into itself, brings it in a
given time to E on the circle instead of to D on the
straight line. In effect, in the given time in ques-
tion, it haB pulled the mass inwards towards the cen-
ter through a distance DE. The new direction of mo-
tion is now EF, the tangent at E, and the whole argu-
ment continually repeats itself, and the force along
the string directed towards the center C constantly
pulls the body out of its ‘straight line* tendency
and keeps it moving in a circular path or orbit.
Let us now apply a little mathematics and ele-
mentary mechanics to the problem, and it will then be
seen why Newton was seeking for the existence of a
constant force directed towards the center.
Perhaps you would like to start, as Newton did,
from the simple terrestrial phenomenon of a falling
body. To explain what keeps the moon revolving round
the earth let us consider a simple case of a falling
body. It had long been realised that when a stone is
rT M
allowed to fall some
force is responsible for
L
the stone’s motion in the
direction of the center
of the earth. This force
evidently operated at the
tops of the highest towers
Figure IQ
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and on the summit 3 of the highest mountains. Did it
operate as far away as the moon? Thi3 question Newton
succeeded in answering in the affirmative: the agency
that was responsible for the fall of a stone or of the
traditional apple was the same agency that kept the
moon revolving around the earth. Sup' ose a gun is (1)
fired horizontally in the direction MT from the top,
21, of an eminence at a height HH above a level plain
(Figure 10) ! the bullet will describe a trajectory
such as MA. If the velocity of the projection i3 in-
creased, the point of impact on the earth 1 s surface
will be at B, further from N than A. If the velocity
be still further increased the trajectory will be
lengthened out still more. These are facts which we
can regard as obvious deductions from experience. We
are led to infer that when the velocity reaches a par-
ticular value (about 5 miles per sec.) the bullet will
not strike the earth at all, but will revolve round it
in a circle of radius OM, becoming in fact a satellite
like the moon. Now when the bullet is describing a
trajectory MA its motion is partly horizontal and part-
ly vertically downwards, the latter part being due to
its fall from an altitude Mil. So when the bullet is
describing the circle of radius OM it is continually
(1) Smart, W. M. - The Sun, the Stars, and the Uni-
verse - Longman* 8, Green & Co. -
pages 34 - 35.
(•
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falling towards the centre of the earth, as veil as
moving forward horizontally at each point of the or-
bit. Consider the situation one second after pro-
jection from M with the horizontal velocity of 5
miles per second ( Figure u). The horizontal ve-
locity would take the bullet to Q, MQ being 5 miles,
in one second. But it is also falling, so that at
the end of one second it will have fellen by a dis-
tance QR, R being on the line joining Q to 0. How,
if HF is the horizontal line through H meeting 0Q in
F, the distance NF is practically 5 miles, for HM is
very small compared with the radius OH (the altitude
HM has been va-tly exaggerated in the figure) . From
the known radius OH or
o
OG of the earth the
distanoe FG can be eas-
Nov, as we have supposed
the bullet to be des-
found to be 16 feet
cribing a circular or-
ily calculated: it is
bit of radius OM or OR
it follows that QR is
Figure 1L
16 feet. But this is
the distance through which a stone will fall from rest
in one second at the surface of the earth. The con-
sequence is that, although the bullet is continually
..
.
' '
'
.
.
.
.
falling, it remains at the same distance above the
earth *3 surface, owing to the earth* a curvature and the
particular velocity of projection which we have as-
sumed. Thus from the known phenomena of falling bodies,
a circular orbit of a body moving close to the earth*
s
surface can be adequately explained. Now what makes a
stone fall? To answer this question we must invoke the
aid of Newton* s laws of motion.
In hi 3 famous book, the Principia, Newton enun-
ciated three laws of motion. The first of these tells
us that in a world of no forces, if such a thing could
be imagined, a body would do only one of two things; it
would either be at rest, or, if moving at all, it would
viove continually in a straight line with uniform speed;
.and this simply because there are no forces to make it
do otherwise. A force continuously applied to a body
at rest will start it moving with continually increas-
ing speed, and a force applied to a moving body will
change its motion; that is to say, it will speed it up,
or slow it down, or swerve it from its original di-
rection. The force will in fact produce In the body an
acceleration (or, of course, a retardation which mathe-
matically is morely a negative acceleration). This was
Newton* s first law. His second was in part nothing but
a common-sense law, and 3aid in effect that the amount
of acceleration produced in a body depends upon the
magnitude of the force; a big force must have a big ef-
-.
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feet—a rmll force a i 11 effect. Tie .acceleration
(or rate of change of motion) produced, then, is pro-
portional to the impressed force. This is algebrai-
cally the F s m.a formula mell known to all students
of elementary mechanics*
How, a falling body does not move rith uniform
velocity: it is found by experiment that a stone,
dropped from rest, falls 16 feet in the first second
and 48 feet in the next second. Therefore a force is
acting on it which we may describe as a pull. This is
a quite definite result so far as motion at the sur-
face of the earth is concerned, and we can explain the
circular orbit of the bullet above by virtue of this
force continually acting on it in a direction always
pointing towards the centre of the earth. How let us
consider the moon*s orbit aroun^ the earth. The same
principles apply, but what is the relation of the force
which keeps the moon in its orbit and prevents its fly-
ing off at a tangent, to the force at the surface of
the earth which makes a. stone fall?
Let us return to the problem of a body being
whirled round a circular orbit (Fig. 9) about a center
C. We have seen that the circular orbit is produced
through the exertion of a constant force along the
string directed towards the center. As a matter of
common-sense, it must be obvious that the swifter the
speed (let us call it v) with which the body tends to
*.... 9 »jS
.
.
*
.
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•fly off along the tangent*, the greater munt be the
controlling force to give it the necessary change of
speed of motion (or acceleration) inward to keep it
in its circular path. Both Huyghens and Norton showed
in fact that the acceleration required must be v -
when r is the radius of the circle, and v the velocity
of the mass. The investigation of this problem would
be out of place here—let us accept the result and use
it as required. Nor since the force F » m.a, we have
This gives us the measure of the centripetal force, as
it is called, necessary to hold any given mass Mm M mov-
ing with a speed Mv H in a circular orbit of radius Mr w
,
and this force is always directed towards the center of
the orbit.
We are now in a position to see a little light with
regard to Kepler’s third law of planetary motion. He
talks of the periodic time; he me r ns, of course, the
time for one complete revolution. If the sueed is Mv w
,
and the circumference 3 TT r, then obviously re must
have the periodic time T, for
Since, distance gone — time taken x speed
r
by substitution
Then, time taken diet? nee gone
speed
Or, speed distance gone
time taken
I
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Tfhence, V »
,
by substitution.
Now, since ? s mv2
,
re cun substitute iLlL-L- for v.
r T
Hence F ( substitution)
F = n. 4 bT
2
r3
•
_JL ( squaring and in-
r verting divisor)
And m 4 "TT ^ r ( simplifying)
This result is n expression for the constant force re-
quired to hold a body in its circular orbit.
No?? compare this ritb the constant expression re-
quired by Kepler’s third law —namely, r’ To get
a corre jondence between these tv?o expressions, re ~unt
o
an r~ term to come into the numerator of the former one.
7.e must remember that the expression
F = m 4 ~TT~ T
»2
is concerned with the rroblem of a body whirled round
a circular path at the end of the string, the force F
being the inward force exerted along the string. Kep-
ler’s expression, on the oth^r hand, is for the actual
..
planet, where there are no strings connecting the body
to the central 3un.
We want, in thin latter erne, a substitute for the
force along the string. Let us assume, therefore, that
in the course of the planet moving round the sun in a
circular orbit (we are still regarding the orbits as
circular instead of elliptical), there is a constant
force directed towards the sun, exerted, so to speak,
along an imaginary string. If ,r e can take this force
as being inversely proportional to the aqua re of the
radius, we shall have achieved our object of a proper
correspondence between these two expressions. Let us
3ee how it works out.
%
Let us suppose that there ij3 a law according to
which a body is naturally attracted to a ‘central* mass
with a force which is inversely proportional to the
square of the < i stance between them, and is directly
proportional to the masses of the t^o bodies. To ex-
press this law algebraically:
Let H - the mass of the central or attracting
body.
m
-s the mass of the body itself.
v s the speed
r - the radius of the circular orbit.
F m the force
K s a constant.
Then TT e have
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( 1 ) F s K . M m
But **e have seen that
(3) F m m 4
'ir ~ r
Then, since quantities equal to the same quantities
are equal to each other, re see that equation (1) equals
equation (2),
Hence m 4 ' )!
, £ „ K. '.m
i2
r
tJ
m 4 dT 2 r3 - K.M.m.T2 (clearing of frac-
Tven 4TT 2 r3 = K.M.T2
Or (4 IT %) (r3 )
tiOH3)
(dividing by m)
(M.K.) (T2 )
Hence .3 If 7£1 • A
nr
( dividing by
4 IT
2
T3 ^
(This last statement may also be explained by the state-
ment rt If the oroduct of two quantities equal the product
of two others, one may be made the extremes in a pro-
portion and the other the means).
If we examine this last statement, namely,
X K
4^r :
*
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we iee that the right-hand .side of this equation Is a
constant quantity, since K is the constant factor of
proportionality already mentioned, and II is the mass of
the central attracting body.
Therefore r3
.
- (Pittance) 3
_ Constant.
T^ (Periodic Tlrae)^
This jo not: ing more nor loos than Kapler 1 3 7 ird 1/
rt It follows then, from a consideration of the '<(1)
elementary mechanics of central orbits that it would
be quite easy to explain Kepler* s third law of planet-
ary motion. If there could be found to exist a force of
attraction towards the central body whose magnitude is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance.
*
For the sake of simplicity ore have confined our-
selves to the case of circular orbits only. But, al-
though the mathematics is more complicated for ellip-
tical orbits, the result is the same, so the problem
Is perfectly general. Although there seems to be no
foundation for the well-known story of the falling
apple, it i3 extremely probable that Heaton must at
least have considered as significant the every—day ex-
perience of the behavior of an obiect such as a freely-
falling stone.
Why was such an experience significant? It was
because it enabled Her ton to link up certain facts.
Hrrt, Ivor B. - Makers of Science - Oxford Univ. Press.
page 158.
(i)
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Here wr s rn example of r force exerted by the o- rth on
the stone. So far es the planets are concerned, the
force he sought was to be exerted by the nun .
Wes jt possible, thought Norton, thrt in every case
the force of attraction us 3 inversely pro ort tonal to
the square of the distance? In that case would it ac-
count too for the motion of our own moon around the
earth? For, surely, if the earth attracts the stone,
it must also attract the moon.
Here was a splendid chance for applying a test.
The earth’s pull or attraction falls off a3 the square
of the distance. Tie moon ws3 known to be distant (1)
sixty times the earth’s radius from the earth’s centre.
Hence the attraction exerted by th^ earth on the moon
must be 1. ,x ., ? of the attraction 'it "ill exert on a
body at it 3 own surface (since a body on the earth’s
surface is 1 of the distance of the moon from the
eerth’s centre)
.
We have already discovered that a body on the (2)
earth's surface is nulled to it (i.e. drops) a distance
of 16 feet (or more exactly 193 inches) in one second.
Therefore the moon should ’drop* a distance of ( 16 )
( 6^x~60 )
feet in one second.
(1) Brodetsky, 8. — Sir Isaac TTewton - Methuen ft Oo.
pame 50.
(£) Smart, W. M. - The Sun, the Stars, and The Universe
Longman's Green ft Oo. - page 36.
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V.e call test this for we know by observations exactly
ho.- long the moon takes to go once round, one1 we know
the distance between the earth and moon. Therefore we
could draw a diagram (like figure 9 -bove) to repre-
sent the moon*s motion round the earth C, and we could
calculate how much arc AE ( in Figure 9) could be tra-
versed by the moon in one second. All we have to do
is to calcula te the •drop* DE, and assure ourselves
that it works out to ( 1G ) feet.
( Gb x 60 }
By a tragedy of misfortune, for which Newton was
not to blame, his test wrm doomed at first to disap-
pointment. The accuracy of the result depended upon
the accuracy of the value taken as the radius of the
earth. Herton could only take the accepted value of
the times, and it was, alas, rong. It was assumed to
be 3,436 ailes, whereas the correct value is 3,963
miles. Consequently, instead of rettin the reouired
drop for the moon of ( 16 ) feet in one second, he
(GO x 60)
only got ( 14 ) feet in one second.
( GO' x 60)
Newton^ disappointment was keen. He had found
the acceleration of the moon to be 0.00775 feet per
second per second, while Kepler had found it to be
0.00895 feet per second per second! The latter ex-
ceeds the former by nearly 16 per cent! Since he had
no reason to suspect Ms data, Newton found himself
(1) Brodetsky, S. - Isaac Newton - Methuen & Co.
page 50.
'-
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obliged to abandon the basic arromption of an inverse
square 1aw.
About 16 years later, at a meeting of the Royal
Society, Picard communicated the results of his more
accurate determinations of the value of the earth*
s
radius. Heaton was oresent, and made a careful note
of Picard *g results. He 'ecalled his work and hopes
of 16 years before. MHe hurried home and routed out (l)
his old papers and calculations on the subject. His
excitement at the anticipation of complete success to
hi3 theory was too much for him. He was too agitated
to finish his calculations, and he got a friend to do
them for him. The result was a complete triumph. The
value for the moon’s ’fall* per second was exactly
( 1C ) feet. At last he had discovered both the
( 60 x 60)
true la * of universal gravitation and the
true explanations of Kepler’s laws of planet ry motion.
And all this would have been definitely achieved six-
teen years before but foa an inaccurate determination
for which he was not responsible. w
In 3plte of the magnificence of thi3 achievement,
Newton said nothing about his discovery. He was al-
ways chary of publicity. How then did Ms discovery
ultimately receive the wide publicity which importance
demanded? The story is an interesting one. It was
(I) Hart, I. B. - Makers of Science - Oxford Univ.
Press - page 159

- 4?
Edmund Halley to whom the world in indebted for bring-
ing to light /dint munt always remain one of the moot
important docri sects in the ~orl'1 * s scientific T'int^rv,
7?hen Newton had told Halley that he had calculated the
curve described by a planet, he promised to aend him
his calculations • Halley -t once communicated them to
the Royal Society. As Halley proudly cut it, he was
the "Ulysses *vo produced this Achilles*"
The importance of Newton* s ^ork was bv no means
lost on the Royal Society. They ^rote to Norton and
a shed permission to publish Ms researches. Newton
consented and as a. consequence the world has his
eooch-aaking Principia, or Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy. It is without exception one of the
most iroortant works in natural philosophy extant.
.'
.
.
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^ ttsbd in ths oincormr of ittsptuhs.
The existence of Neptune in the sky fps revealed by
the sole power of numbers. It Is one of the most elo-
quent witnesses of the power of mathematics. This planet
distant more than 2,700 millions of miles from the earth,
is absolutely invisible to the naked eye. The pertur-
bations man ife s tec? by the planet Uranus permitted the
mathematician to say that the cruse of these irregulari-
ties was an unknown planet which revolved beyond Uranus
and which, to produce the effect observed, should be
found r.t a certain point of the starry sky. A telescope
was directed toward the point ind ica tod
,
the unknown ^a.s
searched for, and in less than an hour it was found!
Suppose we investiprte and find out just lie this
w-gnif ieent piece of work ’"as accomplished. Let us dis-
cover, first of all, ju~t how this problem arose, ilay-
be a :cw fundamental facts from astronomy mill help us.
If the lr.net s only obeyed the action of the sun
they wcn.il describe elliptic orbits around it. But they
act on eac 7 ot) r; they like*-' o act on the central star,
oh from these various attractions irregularity suit,
f' ose irregul rities are colled perturbations. Astrono-
mers construct, in advance, tables of the positions of
the stars in the sky, in order to know where they should
be found exactly, or to verify their motions, or for the
numerous applications of astronomy to geography and navi-
gation.

Here than r century ago, an able Preach astronomer,
Ji. Alexis Bouvsrd, applied himself to the trek of making
a refined investigation of the motion of Uranus, Col-
oulating, in 1330, the positions of Jupiter, Sr turn, and
Uranus, he ascertained that the theoretical positions
given by his t bios agreed perfectly with the most re-
cent observations at that tlie for the first too planets,
while for Uranus there ^ere inexplicable differences,
Prom 1320 to 1340 these discrepancies worried all astron-
omers for the differences between to calculated and ob-
served positions of Uranus rent on increasing: it was
20* in 1330, 90* in 1340, 120 » in 1344, and 123” in
1B4G. To a man of the world, an artist, or a merchant,
th}g difference would have seemed, so alight that he
would not even have noticed it. In fact, if there rare
two adjacent stars in the shy at this distance from
each other, excellent sir-ht would be required sepa-
rate them clearly. But to an astronomer such a differ-
ence becsT'-’s altogether intolerable.
In 1843, John C. Adams, while ?. student at 2t
.
John’s College, Cambridge, worked in retirement on the
hypothesis of an exterior nianet as the cause of the
disturbances of Uranus . In October, 1345, he forwarded
to Airy, Astronomer Royal
,
some provisional elements
for a planet revolving around the sun at such a distance
and of such a mass as v e thought would acco’int for the
observed perturbations of TIranus. This was virtually
.
the solution of V e problem. It on happened that In the
sir. ner of 1345, Le Yerrier, of Paris, turner1 his atten-
tion to the anomalous movements of Uranus and located,
on paper, by mathematical calculation, the position of
this ne^ planet in the 3ky. On August 51, 1S46, Le
Verrior announced to the Academy of Sciences that the
planet should bo found at longitude 506°. In September,
hr. Dalle, of t 1 e University of Berlin, searched "or
the planet. .-'irected his telescope tcrard t' e point
indicated, and perceived a star ~hich ms not on Ms
chart, and which shored a ? r rcep J'ible planetary disc.
Its position in tm shy ms 327° 24*; calculation hr d
Indicated 326° 32»
. The longitude had therefore been
precisely stated to vith in one degree!
"e may very easily understand the disturbing ac-
tion of an ert r ‘or planet on the position of TTrams by
an eaa ination of this figure which shows the positions
of the t?o planet 8 "rot; t' e discovery of Uranus to that
of Heptune. 18„
Disturbances of Thanus by Heptune
.
(l)
(1) Flamuar ion
,
C. - Popular Astronomy - D. Appleton
& Co. page 464.
'.
.
—
:
.
.
•
.
-
. .
• A..- ' J
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This diagram show?? the paths of Uranus end Neptune
fro?
a
1781 to 1840 and help to illustrate the di-
rection of the perturbing action of the latter planet on
the former.
We see thr t from 1781 to 1822 the influence of Nep-
tune tended to draw TJranus in advance of its place as
commuted independently of exterior perturbation.
In 1822 the t™o planets ere in heliocentric con-
junction, and the only effect of Neptune* s influence
was to draw Uranus f^rt^rr from the Sun without a.ltering
its longitude.
From 1822 to 1830 the effect of Neptime was to des-
troy th^ excess of longitude accumulated from 1781, and
after 1830 the error in lonritude changed it3 sign and
for some years following Uranus was retarded by Neptune.
By 1840 it had fallen 128 * behind its ulace as pre-
dicted by Bouvard f s tables.
Professor Adams gave the following exol natory com-
ment on the above diagram:
MThe arrow8 rig) tlv represent the direction of the (1)
force with which Neptune acts on Uranus taken singly
but the diagram does net represent the direction of the
disturbing force ^hic> Neptune exerts on Uranus rela-
tively to the Sun, anr th ig latter force re must take
Into account in computing t e planetary uerturbntions.
To find this disturbing force, ?e must take the force
(1) Chambers, G. F. - Handbook of Astronomy - Oxford
Clarendon Press
- page 257.

of Heptune on the 'hm, reverse its direction sr/1 t^en
compound this ^lth the direct force of Neptune on
Urrnus.
"Thus, In the fifnire below, If S denotes the 8im,
TT represents Uranus, end V stands for Neptune, the
force of Neptune on Uranus rill he in the direction
UN md rill be nronortlcnal to 1 . and theTW 2
force of Neptune on the Son rill be in the direction
SK and rill be orooortional to 1
. Hence if te
("as)'3
produce ITU, if necessary to V, and take !T7 = (U!T) 3 9
( SN) 2
then the reversed force of Heptune on the sun will be
re -resented by JTV, provided
Fiforre 13.
figure and the magnitude of
proportional .to UV
.
(UK ) 3
the direct force of Hep-
tune on Hranus be re-
presented by TT!?. r^ce
the disturbing force of
TTeptune on Uranus re-
latively to the gun rill
be represented or. the
same scale in mo.fpiitutfe
and direction by UV, the
dirc ct ion be ing ind loo-
ted by the arrow In the
ti o M.oturbing force being
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"It i3 not oosiible to state the effect of Neptune * a
action on the motion of Uranus in ouch simple terms as
you hove attempted to do, since it In necasa ry to take
into account the action of 'Tootune in order to find the
correct elements of the orbit of Uranus and consequently
the corrections of the assumed elements must be t ken as
additional unknown quantities which must be "eterulned
simultaneously with perturbations depending on . e >tune. *
You can readily see, that a tremendous amount of
calculation was -nrformed br both Adams and LeVerrisr*
LeVerrier eiren went no far as to reconstruct and verify
the tables of Bouvard
,
but the errors found did not ac-
count for the differences f'und
.
It is also remarkable
to note that, in the oresence of this well established
inconsistency, LeVerrier did not hr a single moment
doubt the ccur; cy of the law of universal gravitation.
He boldly ad vanced the hy >othesis of a planet acting in
a continuous manner oil Uranus and changing his motion
very slowly. He sup oried that this would be at the
•
distance ZC from the series of Titius, and consequently
revolve around the sun in 217 years; and on this hy-
pothesis he calculated what position it should have in
the sky behind Uranus in order to -reduce by its at-
traction the observed differs 'cea, and what the mesa
should be to explain the amount of deviation. Ho then
recalculated the orbit of Uranus, taking into account
F*
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the i f un produced hr the disturbing planet
TJm
0 n-
"idered 'roffl the point of vfi of oracticr 1 r.stronor.y,
it "os 'ut r ’b Is exercise In calculation and the noat
eminent' astronomers sot in it nothing el ;c! It r~"'n only
oftor its verification, it3 public demonstration— it v-g
only after tv c vigva.l ’tecov ?ry v? Meptune— that grand-
eur and nafjnifiC'-'nce of the discovery t- realised.
The Intellectual grandeur of thin discovery "'ill
be hoot appreciated bv placing in juxtaposition the ob-
served longitude of the nor* planet Then teleserviceliy
discovered, and the coKuuted longitudes of A^atns and. Le
Verri^r.
K'StTOCfWTRIC POSTTI^S
( 1 )
Observed 32G° 52*
Computed by- Adams 739° 19 #
Computed by LeVarrier 326° 0*
Adams C — 0 - 2° 37*
Le Verrier C - 0 = -0° 52*
From this it Till be seen that LeVerri nr* s oor ut--t ^on
oroved to bo slip' tly more accurate, -> fact "*Mch in no
re -sect militates against the eouality of the merits of
the tvo gre^t mathematicians.
It should be stated, t-omever thrt sure of the re—
U) Chambers, G. F Handbook of Astronomy - Oxford
Clarendon Press - page 258
.
.>«
.
suiting data derived by LeVerrier will not stand com-
parison with the elements as we know them to be to.--ay.
This is due to the fact that he used 36.154 to be the
distance from the ran, while in reality the distance
Is 20*055. This makes the period of revolution of
Neptune 164 years and 281 days. Such is the year of
the Haptunianal
It is interestin'? to note that, for some ti e
past, there seems to lave been unmistakable evidence
that heptune is aviating from its predicted orbit.
The method of Abaas and LeVerrier have been applied
again, and it is expected th t telesconic detections
will soon follov. a a surely 33 in the case of Neptune*
Although it aay seem thrt ™e are reaching out into the
world o.C apecul tion and surmise, it is at pre-r nt be-
lieved probable, in consideration of mathematical cal-
culations concerning the orbit of Neptune, that some
other pla.net, not Neptune, marks the outermost limit of
the planetary system.
"Such'*, in the words of Hind, “is a. brief history (l )
of this most brilliant discovery, the gr-st^st of which
r stronomy can boast, and one that is destined to perpet-
ual record in the annals of science—an astonishing oroof
of the power of the human intellect tt *
(1) Chambers, G. F. - Handbook of Astronomy - Oxford
University Press - page 259.
#
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NAVIGATION
Navigation in not a branch of r ethemetics but it
cannot exist without mathematics . It Is one of the
no at practical appl Ice t lone o’ trigonometry—both
plane and spherical.
Navigation is an ' rt rather V an a science. It
is the art of finding' the geograpl leal location of a
vessel at sea ana of pile* Irr it to r desired port or
nor. it ion. Lot uo consider tv o three par's
—
pilotage,
dead-reckonim
,
and nautical eatroirv;:y.
A. Pilotape
H is deals rlth vi e rt C£ guiding the
vessel ahon It is T ithin i~ht
,
depend i on landmarks
for examole, the determin- tlon of the distance from a
llghthou e, sear tl e ei rai ot of • •* or, with a
be it the port. The light! 'se
may be identified by its markings r. tv ’ t>e Coo st ilot
river t v,> height
. of the lighthouse r-bove high and low
tide.
Suppose an officer r ants to know if he is keeping
far enough a^ay from the danger zone of rocks. He as-
sumes an obn rvation at f « surface of the ~ster and
ts en i • istance to the ton of the lighthouse*

P3 -
sag.
In this figure, H a'' is known, 4- 3 i" also kno-n,
*?hile M x*' is unknown.
TanS giv^e ua x. Since
Tan S m a
x
Then
Tan S
The line of the danger zone is k 1 . n on his chart
and therefore as the boat o >mea up he n asures the
angle be rveen the directi n of tl o ahip nd the light-
house horizontal angle and continues measuring until he
ho a 4 2 A, i.e., doubling t* e angle on the bow* Then
rhat is the distance fro::: he 15 hthouoe? Tie distance
he has gone is the distance ream red. Tv e angles rre
measured from the sextant ,?n’ th <* t- :ce is given on
the log of the ship.
.
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The angle of safety is the one above formed by
the dotted line— i.e. travelling along that line he can
just get by the dangerous rocks.
B. Dead Reckoning .
This deals with the determination of po-
sition at sea and how to reach the desired port. The
compass and the log of the boat are used in dead reck-
oning. Direction is determined by the compass and the
boat can be turned in the required direction. Dis-
tances are measured by the log which shows the rate and
distance.
1 mile s 1 minute of arc (distance)
1 knot - rate of 1 nautical mile per hoiir.
For small areas consider the surface fla.t, there-
fore the ocean is flat.
Suppose the ship i3 going from A to B, apparently
north, in the figure below. Required to deter. ine the
“distance made good*—that is, the longitude and lati-
tude of B, if we know the long-
itude and latitude of A. We
can solve and get AH, which,
therefore, indicates the total
distance north we have gone.
If AH - 60 miles, therefore 1° for each mile - 1 minute.
Therefore, if the latitude of A s 42°, then latitude
B • 48°.
..
.
-
.
-
j ' -
-
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To find the longitude is hr rder. The meridians con-
verge and therefore a nautical mile is not the distance
on a small circle, hut on the ecuetor or meridian and
it is the problem of the mariner to avoid this diffi-
culty. Plane sailing is the method UsSed for this pur-
pose.
Plane sa iling is the art of navigating a ship up-
on principles deduced from the supposition of the (1)
earth 1 s being an extended plane, on which the meridians
are all parallel to each other.
The course is the angle which the line described
by a ship makes with the meridian sometimes reckoned in
degrees, sometimes in points.
*
Distance is the way or length a ship has gone on a
direct course in a given time.
Difference of 1- titu'e is the distance a ship ha3
made north or south of the place sailed from, or the
portion of the meridian contained between the parallels
of latitude sailed from* and come to'.
Departure is the east or west distance a skip has
made from the meridian.
If a ship sails due north or south, she sails on a
meridian, makes no departure, and her distance and dif-
ference of latitude are the same. If she sails east or
vest she goes on a parallel of latitude and makes no
difference of latitude and her departure and distance
(1) Bowditch, IT. - New American Practical Navigator -
E. & G. W. Blunt - page 52.
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are the same.
The difference of latitude and departure make the
lege of a right triangle, the hypotenuse of which is
the distance the ship has sailed; the perpendicular is
the difference of latitude counted on the meridian; the
base is the departure, rh i ch is easting or nesting
counted from the meridian; the angle opposite the b se
is the course, or the angle a ship makes with the meri-
dian; the angle op osite the perpendicular is the com-
plement of the course, which being taken together make
8 points or 90°.
One type of plane sailing is parallel sailing
—
that is E > 77 . This is used a gr^at deal because of
the following reasons:
1. The navigation is very simple.
2. 7Vator transportation is comparatively inex-
pensive and the extra time doesn*t make much-
difference.
3. Easy sailing— the shortest methods of passage
may take boats into ice fields. To overcome
this, sail to parallel latitudes, sail along
this parallel, and. th en ro down to port.
It is erroneous to suppose the earth a plane be-
cause the earth is nearly a sphere, in which the meri-
dians all meet at poles, therefore the distance of any
two meridians measured on a parallel of latitude de-
creases in proceeding from the enuator to the poles.
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It is necessary to change nautical miles to dif_
ference of longitude. If on the equator, this is easy,
for the longitude tell3 the number of miles we hsve
gone.
For example, 32 miles » 32 minutes of arc, for each
mile « 1 minute.
If we started from the longitude 62°, and travelled
32 miles, we are on the equator 62° 32*.
Let us see if we can change this to a parallel of
known latitude. Look in the globe and we shall see a
condition of this sort.
Ti e number of degrees in the arc of AB equals the number
of degrees in the arc A'B 1
,
because the plane angles are
equal
.
Suppose R s radius of earth.
r m radius of small circle.
Then AB s r
A»B« R
If we know AB in nautical miles, we can get the
angle at the center and that is the difference of longi-
tude change. If we know r, R, and AB, we can get A , B I
,
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the difference of longitude.
Vie know the latitude on which we are sailing. Draw
a line from A to the center 0 and the latitude is the
angle formed by Jf. AOA 1 .
AOA • m cf. Draw a perpendicular from A to A*0. (Dee
figure below)
.
OH
IT
R cos c\)
(Parallels in-
r
eluded by paral-
lels)
difference of longi-
tude of the two
places.
Latitude.
• AB — R cos cf
. . A*B* R
( substitution)
* AB
. . A'B*
. . A*B* - AB
cos 4
s^c
AB a A^ 1 COS
A’B 1— AB
COS
<j^
(but__l__
- gee
\ CO8 dj)
To explain a little more in detail use the follow-
ing triangle
.\
.
I »
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AH is along the meridian so
transform oiiles to arcs.
Sailing along AB, then AH = amount north it goes.
N 50° S.
cf * 50° .
Sailing only east or *est, cf always expresses latitude,
while 'A expresses difference of longitude*
AB sec s A*B*
.
d. sec Jj a difference of 7)
Introduce new triangle (artificial).
sec dj) a diff. of (\
dist.
Plane sailing triangle or parallel sailing triangle
AB is too short for latitude, CD too long.
take latitude of point
• •
midway. Sail along CB,
Figure 21.
Use the departure in dealing ~ith this.
Figure 22.
The latitude at mhich we
start is A, the latitude
at the end is B.
*.
••
.
.
.
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Lay off circles or arcs, equal to the departure line
an^' d.rn.w meridians. They will not coincide at all.
Therefore we ought to ret this arc at the equator.
Assume this to work if we put the latitude half-
way between the two. This is called middle state sail-
ing and we c?u ret both the longitude and the latitude.
Increasing latitude by 173.25 mi., or 2° 52.25
minutes.
Arrived at cf 45° 14.25* H
Tl 67° 53* E
Departure - d. sin b
- 225 (.64)
• 144.00
Difference of ft - d.sec (f
Diff. i) = 144 sec 43° 48*
• •
Or Diff. /) = 144 - 144 « 205.9
cos 43° 48 1 .7
•>.
“ -- '
'
.
, r •
-
-
02 . 944. •
(cog 43° 48* - 0.C9214)
or cliff. ^ * 206 ml.
Change to degrees, minutes, and seconds. 206 mi.
eoua.ls 3°26* . Subtract 3°26’ from 71°19* and arrive; at
67° 53* E.
an*" is therefore more accurate. The better ray to do this
i3 c r lied Mercators * method and ig more accurate.
C. Ilautlcal Astronomy
This deals with spherical trigonometry but a simple ex-
planation is not beyond the ability of the high school
student with a knowledge of plane trigonometry. '7e treat
the earth as a sphere and not as a flat surface as in the
first two cases. 3uopose o-e are concerned with distances
from 3oston to the Cape Verdi Islands. Hold r string and
pull it taut to get the shortest distance, which is mea-
sured on a great circle of a sphere. Take the meridians
from the North Pole to Boston and from the North Pole to
the Cape Verdi Islands and the arc between them and <*?e
heave a spherical triangle.
90°-lat. - co-lat. a distance from B to IT.
In using this the nr—iga tor adds correction
This uses observation of heavenly bodies
Figure 24.
Prime meridian.
.'
'
'
'
.
-
*
Note Spread planes apart and therefore change the angles,
and the arc of the great circle
is measured and also the an gle
at the center, or the tangent at
the pole. Therefore i e have
three ways to measure the angle
and therefore the angle above
is •
B C
Figure 25.
The problem then becomes such that # d* is the unknown in
the spheric- 1 triangle in which ~e know two sides and the
included angle.
Take a new fig ire so that -e can ret all of this in. Draw
radii from the three vertices.
c* » angle known and c and b are the known sides, while
a - the distance.
In the plane of OHL, draw a perpendicular to OH at A. In
the plane of OHK draw a perpendicular to OH at A and this
angle BAC = c*
Angle KOL is measured by arc *a* end therefore ** a.
H
.• r
.
.
"
i r.
.
-
•-
.
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From plrme trigonometry we get the square of the side op-
posite an acute angle.
CB = AB -f- AC - 2AB «AC *cos cx (from a ABC)
3. CB
2
3 OB
2
OC
"2
- SOB «0C • cos a (from A OBC)
. . 0 * (Of2 - AB8 ) +-(0C'2 - AC8 ) t 2 AB.AC • cos cx
- 2 OB *0C cos a
(Subtracting enuation 1 from 2)
. . 2 OB-OC*cos a » (OB2 - Aff2 ) + ( OC2 - AC2 )
~h 2 AB«AC cos c*
But OS2 - i®2 . SI2
And OC2 - T& = 5a2
( Transposing)
(from A OAB)
(from A OAC)
Substituting these values we have
2 0B*0C cos a * 0A2
-f- OA2 4- 2 AB«AC cos ^
. . OB-OC cos a s OA'A-Hf-AC cos cX
(dividing by 2)
How divide by 0B*0C, and we have
» • cos a m QA • 0 *• -t- AB . .aC cos cx
OB OT c5f? 0?
Since OA s cos b ; OA - cos c
OC OB
And AB - sin c ; A£ » sin b
OB OC
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. . cos a s coo b. coo c u- sin b. sin c . cos <x
T! is cm be used for many purposes in s hericrl
trlgono try. Oet "a" in ’sprees, minutes, rnd seconds,
chance to minutes and hence to n lies.
Suppose a navigator is going to sail on a great cir-
cle—this is called great circle sailing. Very serious
difficulties are encountered in this because the course is
changing constantly on any great circle. He sails, there-
fore, on "rhumb* lines which are very 3hort lines to keep
close to the great circle but not on it.
In composite sail Inc we sail fir:t on a great circle
up to a certain parallel, usually determined before the
boat sails, along the parallel, then sail on another gre*
t
circle to >ort. This is used in the Ilorth Atlantic be-
cause the great circle passes through ice fields and in
the Pacific because it must pass through islands. The
great circle distance would use the formula derived above
and then go back to the parallel.
Suppose we are making a voyage from San Francisco to
Yokohama.
San Francisco ( 37° 47*.
0
!!
(122°32».0 W
Yokohama ( 35° 27* 2 N
( 139°40* .4 E
Consider ing the three types of voyages the trips would
have been as follows:
r
1 . Groat circle voyage — 4,467 miles.
3. Composite sailing, on 43nd parallel of 42 N —
4,562 niles. (Length of path on parallel i3
1,615 miles.)
6. Parallel sailing — 4,920 miles.
Let us consider the composite sailing. ,e use the
great circle that strikes the parallel at tangency—one
from Dan Francico an' the other ?rom Yokohama.
TIY - co-cf Y
HT1= 48°
Pg- small circle at right angles to the meridians.
Angle YT-jN - 90°.
cos a =* cos b.cos c and therefore ve know a and b and can
get c. If you have c, juat change lettering of figure
get YT^ anc angle YITTi and in the name way get T^F and
Figure 27.
"
:e hr ve a right spherical triable NYT^
cos a m cos b - cos a -t- sin b • sin c.cos ex
Here sup ooe that angle cX = 90° have
and forget the right angle
..
.
.
w
<2>
#
angle FITT-,
,
then subtract and get the difference of longi-
tude and hence the distance on the parallel T^T., .
In general, too much astronomy is required in nautical
astronomy in determinin' the positions of astronomical
bodies. The line of position method is not routine but it
is most powerful.
A rather interesting story is told of the use of this
method. On December 17, 1837, Capt. T. H. Sumner of Bos-
ton was sailing in a stormy sea. No observations had b on
made for taany days but he knew his reckonings fairly ’’ell.
He tp 3 hard off the const of Ireland, near a rocky lea
shore. He got a single observation of the altitude of a
star. How does a star in our zenith appear to 3an Fran-
cisco?
Two lines s re practically parallel. Suppose a point
in S’outh America as far from Boston as San Francisco and
get the zenith distance. We find it the same.
Boston just now is called sub-stellar and changes
from minute to minute. Take a star in zenith of Boston
and we have a cone with its vertex at the center of the
globe. All points on the circle are at the same zenith
c i stance.
Zenith distance of sta
is measured by sextant
Figure 28.
It is obvious then that the zenith distance of any
-'
*
.
.
.
•
'
' '
'
* •
•
.f
•
'
.
•-
-
:
V.
f
-
.
.
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star at any moment will be the seme at all points of any
circle on the surface of the earth which has the sub-stel-
lar ooint for a center or pole.
Sumner reckoned the zenith distance of the st tar he had
observed and located on a chart the substellar point of
this star. He also got the direction of the star by the
compass. He drew a line in
the opposite d 4 section; that
is, if SS were 3E, he drew a
NW line. The zenith dis-
Figure 39
.
tance of the star gave him the length of the line and lie
changed it to nautical miles. He drew lines at right
angles and knew he was somewhere on this line. He ex-
tended this line and found it pas -ed through Small* s Light
on the Irish coast. He therefore sailed in that direction
and within an hour he reached the light. All civilized
nations today use the Sumner method.
The radio compass is a modern invention which is
playing an important part in navigation in locating a
ship’s position, especially when it is near land. It in
essentially a powerful receiving set ~lth a large loop
aerial, such that, by turning the loop, radio signals of
varying intensity are obtained. In plotting a ship’s po-
sition from such signals, a navigator uses straight lines
on his chart and not arcs of great circles because of the
relatively small distances involved.
3up ose, for example, that a vessel is fog bound at
.'
'
.
'
.
.
point P and that X and Y are radio transmitting stations
on the coast. The line of direction PX* may be found by
rotating the needle and loop of the radio compass until
signals from the station are not heard. The loop is then
at right angles to the line from that station and the
needle of the compass is pointing directly towards the
station.
This line PX # and the north-
south line PG of the mag-
netic compass determine the
angle or bearing ( 4- 1 ) of
the ship with reference to
X. In like manner, 4. 2
determines the bearing with
reference to station Y. The navigator may now make a
chart and with X
G
1 as a north-south line through X draw
4- 3 m 4 In like manner, he :\ ?s 4~ 4 - 2.
The intersection of XP rnd
YP deter lines the nosit ion
of the ship on the chert.
In this method
,
the radio
compass is on the ship and
the station at X and Y serve
as radio Hothouses. In
other esses, the radio
operator on a vessel calls
(1) Strader, W. W. & Rhoads, L.D. — Solid Geometry -
John C. Winston & Co. - pages 148 - 149.
..
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station X, which is equipped with a radio compass, and
strtion X gives the vessel, its bearings. The oner tor,
in like manner, obtains the bearings from stations Y and
Z. The lines which are then drawn on a chart may not all
pas3 through the same
point, but form a triangle
celled by navigators a
*cooked hat’1 . The center
of the * cocked hat 1* is
tcken as the position of
the vessel.
There are other interesting anc. valuable uses of
this modern invention but, to whatever use the radio com-
pass may be put in the future, a knowledge of geometry
will be essential.

Bovc; itch, IT.
Downer, J. D
Lecky, S. T.
Poor, C. L.
Strader,
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APPRECIATION UNIT V.
THE MATHEMATICS USED IN DETERMINING THE VELOCITY
0T LIGHT
0
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THJC VELOCITY OF LIGHT.
Did you evar notice how sunlight comes through r c~p.11
opening into a ’ark room? Does it. not come in a straight
line, illuminating only those dust particles which are in
that line? ?/hen no other force interferes, light seems to
pass from the source to the eye in streirht lin«s. This
at orce suggests inquiry whether or not the eye instantly
experiences the sensation of light when a candle is un-
covered*
The earliest attempt to solve this question was (1)
made by the Florentine Academy after a method proposed
by Galileo, A light on an e linence was uncovered and
flashed to a st- t ion on a distant hill where a second
observer also having a covered light was watching. As
soon an the flash wan seen by the second observer he un-
covered his light, sending an answering fl^sh back to the
first station. The idea was, that the time which elapsed
between the first observer 1 s uncovering 1 is own lamp and
his seeing the second lamp would be equal to the time
taken by the light to go from him to the second observer
and back. The method failed owing to the enormous veloc-
ity of light, the time taken by it to travel the distance
in question being very much less than the time necessary
to uncover one lamp or to see another. The time was not
so short, however, that mathematics, always exact and pre-
cise, could not detect it.
(1) Kimball, A.L. » College Physic-s - Henry Holt & Co.
page 548,
’-
-
-
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The ve?wOcity of light can >e determined experimental-
ly by four separate methods. These, taken in order of
their discovery, are Rffe, r » 3 method 7 the aberration method,
Fizeau* s method and Foucault * a method. Suppose re in-
vestigate these methods and see how mr their/ tics again played
the leading role eg the “handmaid of the sciences”.
I. Homer's Method
Four of the moons of the planet Jupiter are
large enough to-be observed by an ordinary telescope.
They are, of course, dark bodies and are ilium in? ted sole-
ly by the reflected light of the s'in; consequently when
they enter the shadow cs.st by Jupiter they are eclipsed or
disappear. If we assume that .they rotate about Jupiter
with uniform angular velocity, the interval of time that
elapses between the successive eclipses of any one satel-
lite should drays be the same. Rftaer observed a peculiar
variation in the times of occurrence of the eclipses.
When the earth *aa an roaching Jupiter they occurred too
close together, and, when the distance between the earth
and Juoiter was increasing, they occurred too far ^pert.
He explained the difference by means of the time taken by
light to pass through speoe.
In Figure 33 below, let 8 represent the sun, and l^t
the two circles >be the orbits of the earth and Jupiter.
E and J are the positions of the earth and Jupiter when
they are in conjunction, i.e. nearest one another; and
S* and J* tieir positions when in opposition, i.e. far-
.'
-
.
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theat from one another. Jupiter tr.k^s 11. 3G years to make
one revolution round the 3un, ao that it move 3 miy from
J to J*
,
while the earth moves from E to E*.
R<5mer, a young Danish astronomer, observed accurately
the Instant at which a satellite of Juoiter oaooed into
Jupiter’s shadow when the earth was at E, and he forecast
from the known mean time between such eclipses, the ex ct
instant at which a given eclipse ought to occur six months
later, when the earth should be at E f . It actually took
place 16 minutes 36 seconds (or 996 second) later. Rofner
concluded that the 993 seconds* delay represented the time
required for light to travel across the earth’s orbit, i.e.
from A to E’* This distance, the diameter of the earth’s
orbit, was known only approximately as 186 , (X)0 , 000 miles.
Hence, Roller's result was slightly different from the most
recent results. To determine the diameter of the earth’s
. .
.
.
*
•
. -
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orbit he made use of the nolrr parallax, the anrle sub-
tended by the earth* 3 rad ins at the sun. Th is is one of
the most- cliff 5 cult problems of astronomy. According to
the latest determinations it is 8.80". Hence, using the
more recent value of 1002 seconds, instead of R5iner , s 996,
we find for the velocity of light
\ 60 -*- r .00, . 3963 1.855 10'b ml 9/ sec. (1)
8.8 1002
s 2.98 10” cm3/sec.
RcTmer*s ingenious explanation wr s too advanced for (3)
his fellow-scientists and was accordingly neglected for
fifty years after his death. His determinations, slight-
ly corrected in detail, have been verified in general, so
that the fie-ures given by Michelson are 136,360 miles per
second.
II. The Aberration Method.
The apparent direction of the light from a
star depends on the motion of the telescope. For example,
in Figure 34, let 03 be tfca true direction of a star, let
the telescooe be pointed in the direction 03, and lot the
telescope and observer be moving with velocity v in the
direction OP. Then, when the light is passing down the
(1) Houstown, ft. A. - A Treatise on Li It— Longman* 3
Green & Co. - page 120.
(2) Fuller, Brownlee & Baker - Elementary Principles of
Physics - Aliyn & Bacon Co.
page 322.
.'
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telescope, the latter l- movInc
sideways; consequently the path
of the central ray r°lrt 4 vg to the
t"l " scope is ?hO'rrn by the dotted
line QOi
,
and, if the incge of
the star is to appear In the mid-
dle of the ft eld, on the croee-
irires, the telescope mu’t be poin-
ted in the direction. O^q. LetaO
be the true direction of the ctr.r,
let V he the velocity of light,
and let t be the time taken by the light to travel down
the telescope. Then m Vt approximately, since 00^
is small, and 0^0 - vt. In the Z\ qooi (1)
sin Orqo sin QOO^
OiO Q0X
By substitution, have
sin O^qO sin 6
vt Vt
Or, since sin O^qO In very snail
4- a 3L. ft in 9
V
Figure 34.
Thun, owing to the notion of the telescope, the star
i3 displaced in the direction of that notion in front of
its tr>?e position by an ^ngle equal to v sin &
V
The earth moves in its orbit about the sun with a
.• t
'
- V
»
.
.
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velocity of about 18j rala/sec. If this v.-ilne be substi-
tuted fox v and sin Q be it ia3
_ ,
•in 0
V
takes the value 20”. Thus if the telescope i ; ' -ovinr ith
the velocity of the earth, the stare receive an apparent,
angular displacement varying from 20” to 0* according to
their positions in the heavens. This apparent is -:le ce-
ment is known as aberration. Its effect is to moke the
apparent ‘osition of each star execute an annual motion
about its true position. The value of the aberration con-
stant adopted at present a. a a. result of observations is
20.432”
.
Now, the
v
mean velocity of the earth in its orbit is
18.51 miles per second, and *e mgv calculate the velocity
of light V from the relation
tan (20.492”) - ~2:- .r£
L
.
V
which riv s 136,400 lies or 299,960 kilometers per second.
III. Plateau* s Method.
T1 e first terrestrial method of deter Ining
the velocity of light ms carried out by Pisea.u in 1849.
His arrangement is shorn in Figure 35.
o
S
figure 35.

A beam of light from c. oovjrce 3 passes thrcigh a con-
verging lens system, is reflected by a less plate P, and
comes to a focus at F. It is then made parallel by the
lens 0, falls on the lens L air' is brought to a focus on
the .surface of the concave mirror 15. The radius of cur-
vature of this mirror is equal to i!L, its distance :rom
the lens; the central ray of any pencil through the lens
thus falls on the mirror normally and is reflected back
the way it comes, even though inclined to the axis of the
mirror. The lens ami mirror L and M thus direct the beam
back through the lens 0 to form * real image once more at
v
,
and the observer looks at t! is real image through the
eyepiece 2 and the glass plate P. V/ is a toothed wheel,
and, as it rotates, its t eth pass one -ftcr another
through the point ? alter' ately stopping and letting
through the light. If the notches an-* t eeth in the wheel
are of equal width a tooth move* forward ju -t its own
vyidta in the ti .:e the t light i squires to go to the distant
station and back, light which must have passed out through
an opening- will on returning find the opening closed and
will cut off from the observer. If the speed is then
doubled, light passing out through one opening will return
through the next one; at a still higher speed it will be
eclipsed again. It is therefore only necessary to observe
the speed3 at which the light is completely eclipsed to be
able to determine the velocity of light, when the distance
between the two stations and the number of teeth in the
.‘V.rv
.
.
'
•
.
wheel are known. In Fizeau* 3 r peers,tun there * ere 720 teeth
in the wheel and the first eclipse *as noticed -hen the
wheel made 12. 0 revolutions per second. Therefore the time
required for light to travel twice the distance between the
two stations was only
! .—
— _
1 seconds.
720 jc 12.6 x 2 18143
The stations sere ?.633 kilometers apart, rerhinG* the ve-
locity of 1 Irrht 313,000 kllom* t^rs per second
.
Perhaps e. little more accurate method would be to de- (1)
termine the angrier velocity of the ’ heel for whic! the
Image dln^pe«r«d. !»< t it he cj radiant par second for
the Mn M th disappearance
,
and let V be the velocity of
light in kms/sec. Than
: r 8*6 (dn-l) 2 *TT 1
* 2? • ' J ' l_ • m-mnu
^
V 2 720 60
V . 720 x 2 x 3.633
(2n-l)TT
whence V can be calculated.
Using this same method, but with a fist- nee of 23
kilo®- tera, Cornu determined V - 304,000 kilometers per
second or 3.004 lC 1^ czns/sec.
Perrotin used Fireau* s apparatus as modified by Cornu
using a distance of 10 1 ilomsters. Ha obtained 2.9986 1010
centimeters per second. or 186,345 miles per second.
(1) Houstoun, R. A. - A Treatise on Light - Longman , s
Gi*een Co. page 123.
*.
.
.
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IV . Foucault * e Method
Figure 36 shows the detf 1 1 r of the method by
which Foucault nsct s determination in 1302 . It reouires
r much shelter distance than Fiseau* s method. 3 is a
rectangular aperture illuminated ritfc light, '} is a plane
parallel plrte of glass, L a lens* R a plane mirror,
which c r r be rotated abortt an sria perpendicular to the
plane of the figure, J a < re mirror.
The lens L forms an inr re. of 3 on xl. The center of
curvature of L is at the center of R, hence, no matter
what the position of R is, If the light from it falls on
& at all it falls on it normally and is thus r fleeted
back along its p th. If R is rotating rapidly, it hrs
moved through an appreciable angle by the time the be,am
returns from l:,
.
n< consequently the light is reflected
in the < irection of the dotted rays to form an image at
P*.
- \
In Foucault* s experiment the distance RM ups 20
met or 8 am the diaolaoement hi* o,7 mm. From the dis-
placement the angle turned through by R was calculated
M
£
.'
..
r
r>
.
1
*
and then, the angular velocity of R having b^en determined
the time taken by the light to go from R to U and brck '"as
known and thus as in the other cases the velocity c; n be
determined*
Foucault* 3 m t‘;od h; s been usee ar':i considerably im-
proved by Lichelson and K'-co b. Michel son, of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, placed the lens between R ~nd M and
was able to increase the di 3 tar.ee RR to -300 metres. His
result (1883) was 2.3S85 10^^ crus/eec. arc Hewcomb’s re-
sult 2.9986 10^ cms/sec. -IIdel son* 3 value of 299,060
kilometers per second is generally taker as correct. It
is sufficiently correct, however, to rer.e :.ber it as
300,000 kilometers, or 186,000
The mind err. form little notion of this enormous
speed . L 1 ight conic' >. reflected b: mirrors ri/rltly
placed, it would go 7a times around V e earth in one se-
cond. It is so small in eo:. rrinon with interstellar dis-
tances, however, t the light which is now reaching the
earth from the nearest fixed star, Al -ha Centaur i, started
4.3 years ago
,
while in the case of the more remote stars,
light emittad thousands of years ago h- s not yet reached
U3 * Ihe light year has become the regular unit of inter-
stellar distances.
(1) Houstoun, P. A. - A Treatise on Light - Long can*
a
Green & Co. page 134.
(2) Millikan, R. A. & G. le, H. G. Elements of Physics
Ginn. & Co. page 335.
f
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•thh ^lt:ct®o-hagvitio theory of light.
The Electro-magnetic Theory of Li c'ht ’-'as a shock to
the sensibilities of some of the more conservative physi-
cists, "ho -ere reluctent to bandon the * elastic solid 1
ether which had served them so Ions end faithfully. In
1865, Clerk Ilaxwell ublis" cd a memoir in which he proved
mathematically that the game medium required for the Save
Theory of Light sh ould also serve for the explanation of
electro-mc pne tic effects. For some y^ars, however, there
”^as no experimental evidence for the existence of electro-
magnetic aves. But Maxwell* 8 investigations brought
about a great simplification in electrical theory. In his
memoir, Harwell treated electrical phenomena from the dy-
namic;! point of view. Thus, in his theory, oe find the
expressions 1 energy* of an electric current, 1 '1 ticity*
of the medium, and * raomen uo* of the varying electro-
magnetic field. Suppose e exam ne his theory and simpli-
fy it as much as e can.
IS0V that When a circuit is broken, the current
does not instantly cease, but per i^s for a very short
time. In other words, an electric current, like t material
body, requires a good push to stf rt it moving, but when
once the inertia has been overcome and it has acquired
momentum, it resists being stopped.
Maxwell, in considering the effects of self-induction,
was thus led to think of *n electric current as having
kinship to the momentum of a moving body, fe heating
**
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effect o'* f current -tv’ the definite relet ionoh ip betreen
h-’gt nd vork b d r. : d.e riys^.ciots fa? iliar ritfc tbs notion
of electrical on rgy . Harwell, 1:0'* ever, "rent farther. He
broke down tl c. barrier between el ~c +ro-stnt to and electro-
kinetic ehenomma. He * ictured. all the /henomenn of r.n
electric current t^ose of a -oving eyate*.'
,
tv ° nation
beinn transmitted from one j:>art of tv ’ ay? tom to another
by fore 'a rub* act. to thou. 'e of dynamical Iots.
You have perhaps heard of the famous Marvell inn
equations. In the mathematical part of Mo memoir he de-
veloped treaty e -ctiono in twenty variables. Lot ug
note the following: (1)
a. The relation between electric displacement, true
emu 'notion on
1
th total current co- m’mded o 9 both.
b. The relation between t* e ? in^o of magnetic force
and the inductive coefficients of - circuit, rs already
deduced from the la.vrg of induction.
c. The rein t ion between the strength of a current
and its nr rustic effects, according to the loctro-m gnetlc
system of me; surer -ont.
d. The value of the electromotive "orce in a body, as
arising from the motion of the body vhe field, the r.l-
ternrt iono of the field itself, and th<*v~rirt* one of clec-
*
l
trie potential from me part of the field to mother.
e. The relation between an '•‘loctric current and the
electromotive "orce r> ich produces it.
(1) Turner, D. 25. - Lakers of Science - Oxford ITniv.
Press - page 134.
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f. T" . een
’
s uat - ' *.T e 1 otrip
city t any point, nd the electric ‘ isple cement in the
neighborhood .
T3y combining these ec-rsti ma Harwell obtained a. sim-
ple ex. re salon for ih- repulsion between fro electrified
bod lea in electro-dynamic unit3.
T ’ & itzid C •; and r the di tance
bet »eon them, t* force a yivon by th 1 for; v.la
U) *? K
4 '"TT
£ 1 .f
"
t2
J
K being the 3pecific conductive capacity of the medium.
But ram the law of inverse squares
(?) ? Hi Hp~ *— ?
o
r ~
where and No rr the char es in electrostatic mite.
Hoa
,
if »»v M represent the ratio bet- eon the electro-
magnetic and electro- static units, it follows that
»1- V • 1 ,
And IT2*. v . e 3 ,
(3) V/hence
m 1 hi v 2 ( eubst1tutin# in
r2 ( (
2 )
Therefore y ' & p _ K . 6 1 C p
r2 4 ~TT .r2
I
( subs 1tltut inr epn^lo for
( equals
f*
~ 9« -
Then v3 -G 2 -4 H r
a
* r. . C ^ .r2 (cl of)
( fractions )
ffterrsfor# 4TT v • K (41i 1 : T * e'^* ^ «J
And .2
4 IT"
Then V ss ±
Tills ratio between the units had boon found from the
experiments of Weber, Xohlr • usch and others to be numeri-
cally equal to the velocity of light.
,:e fc. ve seen ho .lax ell in his investigation of
electromagnetic phenomena sought an interpretation in terms
of the properties of the inaul ting medium,- In the h ve
Theory of Light of course we isvut consider a medi un, en-
dowed with certain oroperti -j in order to inter rot such
phenomena as reflection an': r -fraction. Line ell deemed it
unphilosophleal to fill space v ith a different kind of
medium each time a new phenomenon is -j? )lainod. It seemed
reasonable then that the same kind of tedium required for
the ’ ave Theory of Light should also serve for the er la-
nation of electro—magnet ic e'’’eeto.
He turned once more to his equations. Assuming that
an electro-magnetic disturbance is propapp ted through the
field by means of a olane wave, that is, a wave in which
the electric intensity is V e ^anie at any instant over
the 7hole plane, he obtained s simple expression for the
f
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velocity of such a wave. If V denotes the velocity of
the - sire, K the specific inductive cap? city os before,
end jli tr e permeability of the met turn, Max* ell foim-1 that
when v is the ratio of the *1ee+ ro-maenetic to the elec-
trostatic units.
how, since the only rediura in which experiments have
been mode for values sf K. is a ir
,
for which /a - 1, he
could ’"rite
i.e. the velocity of preparation of the -ove is eoual to
the ratio v between the units, end this by experiment is
numerically equal to that of light.
Thus Maxwell by purely theoretical investigations de-
duced that an elsctro-nngr^tic disturbance travels with
the velocity of light, f? t none reasonable inference
than that light itself is an el-c 1 ro-msgnetic phenomenon?
Maxwell extended his theory, ho~ev~r, and showed that a
periodic electrical disturb- nee, which in its turn gives
1 4ir^j
but we have already shorn that
K
Hence V = v
rise to a periodic ma gnet ic disturbance, should travel
/
%
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with a ove tot ion the i*”locity of "hich ghoul *1 ho the
game aa thr.t of li lit. "During 'irrelh 1 s tins it fac (l)
realised that the r-tio of the elec tro-rie"!!*tic to the
electro-static unit ho 3 the .* * . of a velocity.
This ocmfli ' ' " 1 1
vi • 9 the purely theoretical Ids of
But ter yer ra r fter -lamell » a Moth ^l^ctro-macnetic raves
were actually ^tected, their velocity cnlculr t~*d, end the
results of OTneriment found to anrp? nith t? o --ref -• otlons
of hia theory. The achievement by •'r ich mathematical
analyst 1 led to result a identical -1th those de Meet' from
observations, end the result thus deduced found to be
identical ^tth rs-ults in an entirely ’ifferent deport-
ment, is surely a .innrr the ao d rem rkrble in +h^ "hole
history of science."
(l) Turner, D. It. - Makers of Science - Oxford Univ.
Preco - pace 136.
fc
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APPROCIATIOB TJIflT VII
ATICS USED IK HETERODYKE RECEPTION.
Note: Unit a VII and VIII, involving some ele-
mentary calculus, s«em to be better suited
to the more advanced pupils. Both of
these units, however, have been used with
success to stimulate interest in third
and fourth year classes in secondsry
mathematics.
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THE MATHEMATICS TMED V' hM IHODYNE DECEPTION
.
In the rapid growth of rad io co i,nmic r tion the ap-
pliances and methods use*’ ! rve undergone frequent and
radical changes. In this grortli progress hcs been made
largely by nevj inventions and applications, and compara-
tively little attention paid to refinements of measure- (1)
ment. Ti e :r thods, ‘or nulco
,
an .Veto u :ed in radio
work can not be properly and eratood or effectively need
without a knowledge of the rincipleo on ui ich they are
based. Bince modem practice tends to arc the exclusive
use of continuous id urr r pec m • s, sourc< 3 which furn-
ish undamped currents arc co ting into more general use
toil La tions. It is 03V;
Mthin the nr st
-
eu year; ;h t an al o it ideal source has
become aval" Me—n: lely
,
otron tube ren^rators, such
as the >liotmn, an ion, and o ’cillion. These electron
tubes consist of an evacuated bulb containing the follow-
ing three elements:
(a) A heated filament h.ich. acts as a source of
electrons.
(b) A metal "plate*1 placed near the electron
source, (across he olate an filament, outside
of the bulb, in connected a battery, so that
ai: electron current ‘'lows droui filament to
olate)
.
(1) Dellinger, J. K. - Radio Instruments and Measurements
Circular #74 - Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. page 5.
fc
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(c) A "grid" consi sting of fine wire or of a per-
forated metal sheet placed between plate and
filament so that the electrons have to pass
through the grid to get from fils sent to late.
Using these sources, mdaooed Mg'—frequency current
u)
can be obtained which is as steady os the current "rom a
storage battery and strictly constant in frequency.
On account of the extreme importance of. the three-
electrode tubes, both as generators and as detectors, and.
since the full realisation of their utility and. a satis-
factory explanation of their functions are of recent date,
it is worth while to outline rather fully the phenomena
upon which their operation de jends.
There are two general fields in hioh the oscillating
vacuum tube is used in radio, that is, as a source of
high-frequency o or for a c >ntinuous-®ave transmitting
station, <uid as a necessary part of any station rec eiving
continuous- ave simals, by moans of the heterodyne or
“beat 11 method.
In continuous—wave tel p-raohy r.he -tigriftl received by
che antenna coos not h? ve variations in a ' litir’e; r dot,
for example, might consist of bOOO cycles of a 50,000-
cyclc current, the auolitu e of the current being constant
for the duration of the 5000 cycles. The receiving cir-
cuit is excite^ by a jmall trr ismitter con led and ad-
justed to produce oscillations differing very slightly
(1) Dellinger, J. n. - ta< io Instruments and Measurements
Circular #74 - Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. page 300.
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in frequency fron- th^se of the Inc ~ rinr signal. If the
input circuit of the detect 5. nr* tube is continually err ited.
by r locally r^v - rr t.od freonency of 49,000 eye? es -hen
the ifrr.r.l cor.cn in the incut circuit 1'’ e* ci J - d V- both
49,010 cycl r.nd 50,000 cycles
,
the result be ire r Mgh—
fre unr.cy excitation the r-.rpll tude of which varies 1000
t iu '' rs a second • Thin h 1 ghr-^recvertcy
,
vrr*1sblc ?••• Htn/e,
input volt' -r ’-in. yive a 1000—cycle note in the tele-
phones, connected in series with the nlr.tr circuit of the
tube. In cr ;e the locrlly -enercted, v-.1gh-.frgnuency
current Is produced by the detect inr tube itself, it ig
called antedvne reception; in ce -e cosie device othnr than
the detect ine* tube is used for ierr^ vsinp the local high-
fre unucy current or the erid tv o echene is celled
heterodyne rseen 4 ion.
'"hen the magnet lc flux through rrry circuit is chanc-
ing, an electro—mot lve force is - reduced around the cir-
cuit, which lasts while the change is ,ro ing -n. The
electro-motive force thus caused ie celled on induced,
electro-mot ive force, and the resulting current in the
circuit is an induced current. The magnitude oh the i-v*
tiuced electromotive force r-t any in? rnt is in every c^se
equal to the rote of change of the magnetic flux through
the circuit. T is Is expressed by the ’xrniilp
d. ^6 s ......
d t
where e represents the instantaneous value of the in-
f
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c'uced emf in a circuit, and ct $$ is an expression
<3. t
celled the derivation of flux with reject to time and
which tolls the instantaneous rate of cl am a of the flux.
;,ltla.nirl\ it Is nec: ; ry to 1 . ‘.ve-i In this dis-
cussion, it 3.3 believed that the treat lent can, neverthe-
less, be understood by a person not familiar with calcu-
lus. To e.voi< the use of derivatives entirely would re-
cuire such cireuwlocut ion that the treatment would be
much less clear. This quantity, then, d is the
d t
change of flux hixi . • very .all l.nt arvr.l of time di-
vided by the time, nc it i v -.lue i"y 'ary from instant to
instant. If it rone ins c<-:\ •trnt for r certain length of
tine, then its value l the * >le c’ -i 'e of flux during
1. ’.’o re] mt tbit
in iced cloctrojuo fci’.'o force ? v )Lioal'y, the curve has the
ivtheiaat icsl 'ora. of a sine vavo, ic
,
on account of its
iKdd in .,•> of all - Trent
t oory. It s? ulu no! be 'or? >1 hen. ’ > c*v r, that sine-
wave theory is in many practical co . a only an approxi-
mation because the emf i3 not. rigorously of sine-wave
foru.
Lett3ng E - maximum electromotive force
m~
e « electromotive c’orce ^’t any instant
t m time
(1) Dellinger, J. H. - Radio Instruments and Measurements
ihrreau of Standards—page 22 ,
e
angular velocity
r
.. en e = n 3 in u) t
1‘tig eiitf alternates in direction. Starting at r ,
Figure 37, it p? through a set of positive values, then
through a set of negative valn.ee, and at b begins to re-
peat the same "cycle. 11 In the tine os one complete cycle,
represented by .he distance ab, the revolving radius Oi 5
make a one complete revolution, or passes through the r ^ple
2 "rr radians* Tie time required or one eomplett cycle
being represented by T , it follows that
T
The time T is called the "period" of the alternation. It
±3 the reciprocal of the "frequency", which is the number
of times per second that the electro—motive force passes
thrown a complete cycle of values. It follows, denoting

10« -
frequency by f, that
60 » 2 IT X
In consider inr the effect of frequency in electric?.!
tautIt; go Is cn »re comrenttnst tins f
.
In heterodyne reception, the excit tion of the input
circuit “hen no si'-aal ia arriving is < ie to the voltage
sin go t, tad when the 4 : X. 8 _sln >t, is being re-
l
9
ceiTod the actual excitation o T tl - f rid circuit is
S
1
nln to t + 7 :„„ sin ot.
171g
If the grid is actuated by a voltage S aln cot and if the (l)
' J
*
plate current varies as the square of the grid potential,
the Increase in plate current is given by
1/2 ( aver" e value of e-?)^ t —~ -- •
rl g.a j jp.
Hence Then the excitation is such *s riven by the
curve belos-
,
the increase in nlrte current is
A 1p-«average n sin U)t + ; ^sin pt)* fi
2
rvalue of Isxjjug. 2‘tL ;— Ip.
oj d E,g
+ average value of q- ’gqinebt sin )t 'd3I
d E,
SL
g
The first two torr.3
,
ivc the incr v.jg in the plate
current »2iici ia c ns tant
,
as Ion. ns excitation is
applied; their effect raid; produce an inor rase in the
value of the plate current as road by a continuous-current
(1) dorecroft
,
J. H. - Principles of Radio Communication
John iley & Sons
- pages 484 - 485
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ammeter in the vlrte circuit, but t) ey w l;| not produce
b rc? 1 bio signal in the phones, Tiring oily a slight click
in the phones ’-hen the excitation, in init on the prlr1 and.
another vhen it la taken off.
rhatover audible signal is obtained isuct cone 'rom
the third tern; this may be Titten in the expanded form
1/3 h b 1 . (COS *-C0©(uJ + p)t) . —
d E $
The average value of 'oth th~se cosine terms is
:
(co--;)t may fluot s to ro»
duoe an audible signal in 'a .)? oj;os, r r i t 1 s this
;• ction. Tie
strength of signal is the*- s i ira^ by thl : t~rra.
Al-r) (of auc lble fr c c- lor- cy )
a
S (to
2
-o)t <52 I~
7~V3
-g
The 'requa- cy o ' this -.’luotuation in :he plate cur-
ve it, vhich i 3 the note heard in thr hones, is adju t-
' 1© h; the opex ' >r, • Hue of cu
anything he nay ^c’ive. F e »nr an * phono are both most
sensitive at a ?recuency of .about 300 cycles per second,
so to la • sue rally adjusted to rive 60 - P « BOO
o
cr 2,-Jhh. - 800.
2
It is co oe noticed that Thera.-s the r -soonse of the
tube cetector is orooor thonal to the souare of the signal
strength for capped ?a?e signals, it is proportional to

1op, -
the fir t o i.r o " l? 1 ignrl -V t! -hen n ed "or con-
tinue-.! -**ave receiver. Tl It fret n:f ••a the tube r, better
del tor Of •* •’ 1-' "or undamped
,
than for danced, * reet
Its Tcn-jltlver.ess not decreasing T 1th tie strength of
Idly for one ' tl r .
equation a above eta also tl t the response to a
given signal vnric 3 no doer not change tta veins of
d3 Ip
d Kg~
In this discussion
,
the s'- “>ol^ used have the fol-
lowing meanings:
Ip ss effective value of alternating corxment of nlate
current.
Sg >• effective value of alternating component of grid
voltage.
Rp =s effective value of alternating component of plate
voltage*
Sjjj s- the maximum value of voltage generated*
co g 2 ~n~ f9 f being the frequency c * the voltage.
t - time.
e m the value of voltage at ray instant of time.
e m Sm #tfco>1| » f. sin 2 nr ft (sine wave of emf )
.
In order to u ?e the vacuum tube as detector most ef-
ficiently it is nece »aary to have the amplitude of the
volt-ge E^g under control, and this can beet ce done by
€
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it9ir# a >e for venerating tie voltage E1
^ in
addition to the detecting tube.
The operation of the heterodyne receiver is based on
the it’ eo. of combining t??o currents of different frequen-
cies to produce r resultant current of vhlch the amplitude
varies p rioc icr lly, the freouoncy of tl ie amplitude vari-
ation be infc tie difference between the tvo component fre-
quencies. If tro sources, vhich separ .tely furnish un- (1)
figure 38. Principle i l& aerodyne Reception.
(1) noyer, J. A. - «ostrel, J. - Practical Radio
ilao&raw Hill Book Co. - page 135.

10 -
damped oscillations of, izy, 100,000 and 101,0)0 fre-
quency act together uoon the some circuit, the resultant
oscillations in the circuit, obtained by adding the c^v
pornnt i, rill be of the for;:! shown in (c) Figure
-38, ,T?h ere
(a) represents the incoming; oscillations an! (b) the os-
cillations produced by the tube. The a iplitue or the
combined o jdilation will rise and fall, becoming a max-
imum ..hen tlie component oscillations are in phase air a
minimum when they are 130° out of >ho ie. The beats or
periodic rise- and fall in amplitude occur at a rate equal
to the iiff renc 1 the two > eill t J . s.
Thus the beat :r° a 1 1" the case a • fused above would
be 131,000 - 100,0 0 = 1000 per second. If rectified,
these beats il uroc toe a note in a telephone of like
frequency. Xu ill * reception of undamped siren In by tl is
method, the heterodyne r?thod, the Incoming; Giannis re-
present one com sonant oscillation. The other onoillrt Ion
is v.iiT.i't ' in • lie receivin’ apparatus cji<~ both act in
the saico circuit. The rectified resultant furnishes a
musical no :e in use phones, the itch of which can readi-
ly be altered by varying the irequenc' of the loc 1
source of oscillations. The electron tube ray serve as a
convenient source of local oscillations .and at the same
time as an amplifier and detector of the received signals.
This is called the autodyne or self-heterodyne method and
is one of the mo :t important of recent developments in
the field of radio. Ihimerous circuits may be utilised to
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produce theoe results, of which that 0} own in i'i ure 39 may
serve as an illustration. (1)
figure 39. Use oC electron tubs as a regenerative am-
plifier.
Incoming: slgna.l.j ?t u >oc illations in the antenna.
By means of the coupling between the antenna and coil L
oscillations of th~ 3- tie fr • nancy are set up in the cir-
cuit LC, an ’ are amplified on ~ccount of the feed bock
between S and P. Further, the coupling between 3 and P
is such that the tube oscillates, the frequency of these
oscillations depending largely upon the constants of the
circuit LC. If this latter frequency is adjusted to be
slightly different from that of the inco Ing oscillations,
beats 'ill reult and the potential of the grid mill fol-
low the beat oscillations. In the cav- of reception with
a grid confens r, there will be an increased flow of neg-
ative electricity from the filament to JV * grid when this
latter is positive and its mean pot--- tinl will be lowered.
(1) Dellinger, J. K. - Had io Instruments and Measurements
Bureau of Standards - page 209.
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Thur-
,
as the oac Illations In the beat are Increasing the
potential of the grid srill become lo~er. Tie plate cur-
rent will follow the variations in potential of the grid,
reproducing the beat oscillations and decreasing in mean
value an the mean ootential of the grid is lowered.
by this boat rnethoc high sensitiveness anc selecti-
vity are attained in receiving. Interference is mini ized
because even slight differences in frequency of the raves
from other sources result in notes either of different
pitch or completely inaudible.
Still another important principle in vr.lve reception
in that of the buper-heteroi yne 1 . '7e l ave noted the dif-
ficulties involved in obtaining any considerable amplifi-
cation of short waves of very high frequency. In this
country and in Europe generally, the problem of the re-
ception of wav 3 of high frequency has been attacked by
paying great attention to the elimination of undesired
capacity effects between different parts of the apparatus*
and by designing valves in vhich the capacities between
the various electrodes are reduced to a minimum. Abroad,
however, the problem has been tackled in another rsiy, both
by Levy and by Armstrong, who have developed the principle
of the * super-heterodyne 1 • In this method, the incoming
signal of high frequency is heterodyned by a local oscil-
lator in 3uch a ikay th. t, Instead of beats of audible fre-
quency being roduced, s \osr-aodible (or rr ' io-frecnie cy)
beats of a predetermined frequency are obtained. The os-
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dilations of this r nd io-frequency re poised through an
amplifier designed for ti le particular frecuency and then
rectified. Let un suppose that the -ave to be received is (l)
100 meters, correspond inp to r frequency of 3,000,000 cy-
cles per second, that it in undamped, and th t an inter-
mediate amplifier has been -designed for ’x&rimum efficiency
at 100,000 cycles. Then the original oscillation is he-
terodyned ty local oscillations of 3.100,000 or 2,900,000
cycles per second. The beats res? Iting are of a frequency
of 100,000 cycles; and. tl:> ee are rectified an-' applied to
the 100,000-cycle amplifier p nd heterodyned rfr in to pro-
tree beats of audible .frecuency, end finrlly detected be-
fore application to the telephones.
from t) Is analysis we pain an ir.drl t into and an
under standing of the fact that it is urthenu tics that makes
these things possible. The o •hslraclos of the air M are
a iinple mat r-,m: t ic~ 1 a c! » 5 everaor.t i
.
(l) Brown, 0. i*. - The Bleuents of Rdio Co ermi cat ion
Oxford University Press - page 153.
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ths a^r :*r 'fATi vii at,t irTATiiiG cTJRRiiniTH dy
COddL^X fURTITIfS.
Electric current ig the rate of flo v of a quantity of
important
electricity* The most familiar an-, mo it propextlea of an
A
current
electric^ are (1) the heating effect produce:' in a conductor
in -hich it flora, and (3) the magnetic field surrounding
it. *?hen a current flora continuously in the same direc-
tion, a - the current from a "battery, it is c-lled a direct
current. ’Then the current periodically rever.es in di-
rection, it is an alternating current. The alternation of
current is accompanied by a reversal of direction of the
magnetic field around the current. On this account al-
ternating currents benave very " ff • reutly iron direct cur-
rent a. The uses of alternating currents may os divided,
roughly, Into throe groups, separated according to the fre-
quei'cy of alternation of the current ioed.
Electric oouer applies tions, 20 to 100 per second.
Telephony, 110 to 20,000,000 per second*
Radio, 20,000 to 2,000,000 per second. (1)
The study of alternating current phenomena, and V ere-
fore also of electric oscillations, ia assisted by the
adoption of simple mathematical methods for representing
the quantities with which v:s are concerned. The usual
method ox procedure ia to express the instantaneous value
of a periodic current or electro-motive force as a function
(1) Dellinger, J. H. - Radio Instrument & Measurements
Bureau of Standards — page 7.
c
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of the maximum value of the current or force during the
phrse, and of the time expressed an r- function of the com-
plete periodic tine. In : ctual ,ract ice, ho* ever, re have
to d lstlugulsh be treen t'. e ln-:t.~ntrnuous value, which
varies constantly as a function of the time, and the inte-
gral value, r/l.ioh char* ctcrizes the rave as a whole.
An ouch integral value, almost exclusively the ef-
fective value is usee, that is, the square root of the
mean square. 3y the arith otic uean, or average value ,
of a cave the arithmetical average of all the instantan-
eous values during ore complete period ic understood.
figure 40. Alternating ‘ ^ve.
This arithmetic mean is o, as in Figure 40, and the wave
is Cr lied an alterw . h . Thus, lag -eve
i a wave whose positive values five the "are sum total
as the negative values; that ic, a-hose two half—wavea
have in rectangular co6*rd ingtes the same area, as shown
in Figure 40.
In a sine wave, the relation of the mean to the
maximum value is found in the following' way:
Let, in Figure 43, AOB represent a quadrant of a cir-
*
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cle T it! radius 1.
hilfl the 4- £ ttsv6ises the rc from A
2
to B, ti e sine varies 1 ro® 0 to OB « I. Hence the average
variation of the sine bears to thr-t of the eorregoonding
etc the ratio 1 + —L— » or + 1. The maximum v&»
'
7/~
riation of the sjne takes place about its zero value, where
the sine is equal to the arc. Hence the su ximum variation
of the sine 5.. equal to the variation of the corresponding
arc, and consequently the maximum variation of the sine
bears to its average variation the same m tio as the aver-
age variation of the arc to that of trie sine, that is,
p
1 + , and therefore the slue of sine wave
~7
r
maximum value - -JL, + l - 0.63663.
"TT
Consequently, the only integral value of an alternat-
ing; rav- -hich is o ? practical i oortnme, os directly con-
nected *ith the mechanical system of snits, is that value
which represents the sair-e >ov?er or effect as the periodi-
cal wave, Tliis is called the effective value. Its square

on iar« of the riodlc function, that
la:
T. e effective -/clue of an alternating rave, or tie
value representing the cams effect r.o the periodically
varying r.ve, la the square root of the mean g\ rare. (1)
In a sine v ve. its relation to the msriorum value is
found in the following ay:
Let, in figure 42, AOB represent a qur.ersnt of a
circle with radius 1«
Then, cir.ee the aine of any angle, S
,
and its com-
plementary am le, 90® - a
,
fulfill the condition,
r 5n ° © ~h sin^ (SO - & ) « 1,
the sines in the quadrant, AOB, can be grouped into pairs,
so that the sum of the squares of any pair a 1; or, in
other 7/ordB. the mean square oC the aine a l/2, and the
scunre root of the mem square, or the effective value of
the aine a 1 . That is:
iT
(1) Jteinaetz, C. i\ - Theory & Calculations of Alternating
Current Phenomena - MncOra?? Hill Co,
page 14.
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The effective valve of a tine function beers 1 1 its
maximum value ti e ratio,
the tire as obaeissse, : nd the ins tnntaneor.8 values of
the rave as ordinates
,
the best insight with regard to
the ta-tual relation of cifferort alternating waves is
given by the ir represents t ion as vectors, in the so-crlled
crank diagram. A vector, ecus! in length to the maximum
value of the rib rn; ting vave, revolves ft uniform speed
go as to rake complete revelation per period, and tie
projections of this revolving vector or. t) c horizontal
then denote the in-'tai .tar.ooun value n of the * rve. for
numerical calculation, hovev r, tie graphical method i3
generally not veil tnlted, oTTirg to the widely different
magnitudes of the alternetim .hue w? ves represented in
the same diagram, - hich make an exact diagram:? tic de-
ter aiiit.ti n impossible. r'or numerical calc’ lat ion, in
discus b.lag pro'oleuc connected » ith si .pie p^-r iodic cur-
rents, re tided to represent in r.- e manner the phase or
direction and saa s imum magnitude of tf e current or the
electromotive force.
T; is ia moat convent •r-tly done by m rnn o? complex
quantities.
Tho alternating sine -*• ve is represented in in-
1 * C. 70711
Hhile ah tern ting waves can be, and frccnently are,
represented gram' ically in r ectragulrr co<Trdin tec, rith
..
.
:
vd loll is e-tenilcy, ; ;oll as phz -e, by a vector 01,
lor i-ved • ulybicr lly by tv numeric 1 nroititias the
length, OT, of intensity; ant the a ylitude, ;iOX, or
lv -e, 6
,
of the ave, I.
Instead of denoting the vector
rhich represents the sine wave
in the polsr diagram by the
polar coordinates, I and 6
,
wo can represent It by its
rectangular coordinates, a
and b (figure 43) where
3s Icos 6 is the horizontal component,
m 1-in © is t irertic 1 c onent c
wave .
This repr< mentation of the sine wave by its re©-
tangular coR.ioivnts is v-.ry convenient, in co far as it
avoids the vise of tr igono. .etric functions in the combi-
nation or solution of sine • avea.
Sin* e Die rectangular cox yonents, a f n<’ b, are the
horizontal air the vertical projections of the vector
representing the sine rave, and the projection of the
diagonal ox > parallelogram is equal to the sura of the
projections of its sides, the coi blast ion of sine i?aves
by tie par; 11 clogra.tr. 1- w is reduced to tie addition, or
subtraction, . sir rectangular coiapon* ts« That is:
Sine - avee are combined, cr resolved, by adding, or
subtracting, their rectangular coioonenta
.
r
—
i 23 —
?or instance, of a and b are the rectangular cosv-
ponents of a 3 hue "ave, I, an: ar* an b~ the components
of anothao* v •
,
I*
,
(IJ . r 44 ) ' resultant
sine wave, IG , has the r ctang ilar components a equals
para
1
j elogram
,
aw* < er ive
(.• +
,
sad • 4 1 s
(b +V ) .
To pet from ti e rec-
t a .tip; 1 1 .1nr co :it ?onenta , a
and b, of a nine wave
its intensity, 1
,
and
38
,
0
,
bine a find b by the
i « b5
5
(the lenrtb or size)
tan © (the f lope)
*
Hence we can analytically operate with sins naves, as
with forces in • f clean :1c s, by rssolvin 1 them into their
rec t < ngula r component <3
.
If a cerotrn any line or vector of pi on length drawn
horizontally m< to the right, teen - a will denote an
equal horizontal line to tve left. To distinguish, how-
ever, the iOrizontal ana the vertical co oononts of sine
waves, so as not to be con . mod in lengthier calculations,
we day denote a line of the same length drawn vertically
upwards by ja, and a line of the same length drawn verti-
..
*
_ 1 _
j , i i th ere *ore r.n al ! braic a ign of p -rpond iculari ty.
*7o v~y thus repr ?. -jcnt th o sine - rr by ‘bo ervre^sion
Ich ncv? has the meaning tlrt a is t’ e horizontal rod b
the vertical component of -the sine i SW I, and that both
components re to be combined in the resultant ’znve of irv-
tentity.
that the plus lign bl ;y ibol, a +jb, does not Imply
• i: pie • '6. .* tioi
,
since b connects hetorcgeneo s Qu?nti—
ti^j—1 ori-rorttal nC vertical components—but 1 plies
corabin t * on by the parallelogram lor. 7or the present,
let us thirl; of j ao nothing but a distinguishing inrex.
A r, f.vc of equal intensity, and dif iaring in phase
from the ’ave, a -+- jb, by 100°
,
or one-lialf period, is
represented in polar codtdinates by a vector of opposite
direction, end, denoted by the expression, -a-jb. Or
Mulslplyli.;; ‘ • sy bolic exert osion a-ejb, of a (1)
aine ave by (-1) means reversing the rove
,
or
rotating it through 130° > or one—half period.
I = a + jb
nod of • i—o, taA 0 » b x .
a
horl
•nt.al, . nr -b r : vertical, components. We moot remember
Tre Principle of Elementrry have
Telegraphy - Longman* 3 Green Co.
page 206.
(1) Fleming, J. A.
.'
-
.
-
.
.
.
-
.
.
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i Or,
or one-quarter period, has ( ,Ti tr , ire 45; li e horizontal con*-
pon nt, -b, and the vertical
component, a, end is repre-
sented symbolically by the e:c-
pre mien, ja - l>.
Figure 45
.
X Itt 1 Ing, 1- • r«r« r, r. +jb by 3, ' r get
ja -+- 3 s b;
therefore, if r ofine the heretofore meaningless symbol,
j , by the condition,
v?e lave
j (a rjb) • ja -b;
hence,
. ltiplyii lysbolic expreaeio&L, a + jb, or a
9 ins vs by j u.ans rotating the srave through 90v , or
J t I Is, .... ding the rave by ^ne-
q barter period.
Similarly—
Multiplying by
-j means lagging the vreve by
one-qv * rter oer ioc] .
Since
it is
r
— 1 Pfi mm
and
j i i the irs ginary unit, and the tine w ve 1 rj renr^v
setrted by a oo&plex iaaginar 3 -*r,
a -+- jb.
As the • imaginary unit, j, h, s no . saner ical meaning in
the 3y fjtea of ordinary nuin'o Te, this definition of
3
“l -1
does not contradict its original introduction as a distin-
guishing index*
In the vector diagram, the sine voye ia represented
in intensity an . ell as phase by one cc... .lex roantity,
a +jb,
-here a is the horl sontal an’ h the vortical component of
the rave; : c iate .sity is given by
i =
the phase by
and
•>
,
or
-f-vr
,
tan 6 Jb
a • i co a 0 t
b m i sin 0 ;
hence the save
,
a ^b, can also be exnreosed by
i ( cos 0 + 1 sin 9 )
,
or, by substituting foi cos and sin their exponent ial
expressions, v o obtain
i £ «1°
r
i;?7 -
T\ln in f ' exponent ial •-'xpre---sl>n of : complex guro-
tity, 321 1 ' 0
>ot in degrees, tv> t iu, c>: \ r volution or
cycle BS 3 ~TT
,
oof with 1J a ;.'>?. 3° Ml : lit#
~jr
line tavef say f . b olved ox combined by adding (1)
or subtracting their complex algebraic quantities*
For instance, the sine avee
a t jb
and
a* +- JtA >
combined giro ’ ’ > cine uave.
I S ( i+ a~) -+- j (b + tr) .
Titus the cc;ib 3 nation of sine rav '3 is reduced to the
(?lt-:aent.r.ry algebra of c v le.;: quantities.
T : I w l + ji~ la a sine ware of alternat carrm t,
and r is the resistance, the voltage c nsumed by the re-
els Lance iw in jhase i?ith the current, onf equal to the
product of the current an resistance. Or
rl - ri -+- j ri
1
.
If L is the inductance, and X m 2~rrfL the inductive
reactance, the tnif produced by the reactance, or counter
emf of self-induction, is the product of the current and
reactance, and lags ia phase 00° behind the current; it
is* therefore, represented, by the expression
-;}xL s -,jxi -t- xi1 .
(1) Cteinaietz, C. I . T. oory d Calcul ti^ns of Alternating
Current Phenomena — MacOrnw Hill Co.
pegea 34 - 35.
rr
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The voltage required to ovnrcow- t' r re; chance to
cnn-^i v. • .tly DC° ahead of t* o c ’rr'uit r n<* ?r •• v by
1x1 s jxi - yi1 .
Hence, tb« vof t* ;*o r * ': •'-* tr ^^rc'-rr t'! e res lot—
anee, r, rrd ti e yo~ctr-no©, v, in
(r+jx) I;
that is,
7 a r -hjx is ti e ex; re -cion of t’ e impede' ice of the
circuit in cornier quantities.
Hence, if I - i + 3
1
3
- la the current, the voltage
rlT#d te • " ' the 5 spef nee, Z m 9 +• Jx* in
s - r;T * (r -h ix) • (i + .it1 )
s (ri 4- xi 1 ) 4- j (ri*^ 4- xl)
;
hence, since j° M -1
« a (ri - xi^) 4- j (ri' 4 zi);
or, if S m 0 4-jo" in the impressed Tdltag* '. S « r + jx
the impedance, the current through the circuit is
I
** ^ » e 4- 1 g ~^ .
'l r + jx.
or, multi' dying both numerator am 1 enonlnc tor by (r-jx)
to eliminate the imaginary from the cienoir.lic tor, ve have
i - la + id
r
c
’4
.t
er 4 ie r - .jex 4 e^x
x2
U)
er +- e x
p p
r
(i + x-
-h 3
e r - ££
p o
r~ + x J
(1) Steinmetz, C. P. Theory & Calculations of Alternating
Current Phenomena - MacGraw Hill Co.
Page 37.
fr
Thus, s.e have the caore general for;., c f express in.:; tin aine
of ...... t < . t / e 3
.
Thic given uc. the irateration ncoenptry to f( llo’o the
application of com plex qurntitier, to the repre er.tr. 1 1 rn of
simple periodic cuantitioe.
Ill r« precepting the muil-urc * rlue of v ni. pie hrrnonic
electromotive force or current by ? rector denoted by such
a cor..' lex as a jb, re fix ite petition in spree becmre
the alopc of the vector Is such that -Jl- - tan 0 , rnd
a 7
its leapt), or size by If
I ts i (eoo 0 + ,1 nin 0 )
the eruantity (co^-e +-.1 si» e > is esl3 ,3 a rol tear, for if
applied to any eetoy it rotates it through an angle 0
without changing ite otre. If re tnr.ort the exponential
value* sine and con? re,
* in 0
- e -I®
2j
ooa ©
we have i e
oo » 0 + j sift 6 « e*-
* 0 ( • 0
Hence e J and e are also rotating operators, caus-
ing rote t ton of vectors through m *nglm e tn the post*
five or negative direction vhen spoiled to them.
r
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X’
rid p -
'il c
' 0
T bei ng the periodic til o, . 3uo t!;at
i ( cob pt 4- j tin pi) » ie
signifies a vector of 1 «n* *th 3 oontlmniiy rpt - ting rewind
one «^tr«mit3r ^tth an oivplar velocity r>. ft-* reel pert,
namely i cog pt, renresert« its in i^nntaneor.s value or
pro lection on c cert in r^ie, and 3. v-anvert? .the magni-
tude or at re of its maximum value.
In cmnect'Or. it) °l.' OLe periodic quantities, a (1)
theorem of great nt1.13.ty In re foil©??*? Tf * sin pt re-
presents any si:< le 1 r/.onic quant 3. ty, rv<- B cog pt re-
presents another of different rmpl3tndr but the same fre-
quency, then A in t f- B cos pt also represents a simple
periodic quantity of amplitude
1
2
-f
v
<
:
,
but differ-
ing 3n nhvse fro?i the first, nrn*ely A oiji pt, by m angle
f , o’!oh that
tan 0 s JjL .
A
Hence,
A sin pt + B cos pt
«
^
kc + sin (pt +- 0)
.
Thir rule frequently sir.plic'i a grec-tly the deriva-
tion of the absolute vine and pirse angle, from a ccm-
v Her tod c- pier expression.
J’rcm t’-is analysis *e see that the -ork "ith alter-
nating: cirranta no lor. t r'qiirer- ~ork in vary advanced
(1) Fleming, J. A. The Principles of Elementary vve
itelegraphy — Longman’s Green Co.
Page 208.
i
on.' complicated to. -*a, tics but l. fc a simple mastery of
toe principlvoi an' operations oA' co 1 x numbers ill
.serve o, . rai icient background. It i; intor ating bo
note V. .at tteirjn tz, in 1893, -/eloped t is thod for
making calculations vitk alt ora*, ting electrical currents—
until th .t tiioo a and dileuma to electrical engineers.
.-airly overnight lie drew the attention or the entire
iy. . i ion of el jtarical
:
. i of the
problem curie at the psychological .room nt, -ton electried
exp <?no ion, by nr ana of alteriv. til m • current, ’as inevi-
table, yet woefully re tar. cd beer\i e men did not know ’'hat
3 te 5meets had now . bund out for them.
This intensive work .as expounded to electrical engi-
neers, college in-tractors, college students, and even
boys in high school, over t period of years by a masterly
series of books, till in use b;« electrics! men throughout
the norId. They represent the great contribution of
3teinm^tz to his profession, ant through his profession to
a world becoming gradually ' noendont upon the services of
eleetr icity.
"A man of peace > II In bo mff«P (2 )
for his convictions; endowed with narvelona talents in
lui 1' ai tics, an ’or years r .laster builder of electrical
engineer lit
,
otaiiui to, h- his comparatively brief 15 Te of
leas t,h?m sixty years, contributed Sniper ishably to modern
civilization, *
(1) Hammond, J. W, CP arles Proteus Steinar-tz - The
Mentor, May, 1935 - page 3.
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CONCLUSION
"Interest Is obtained not by thinking about it and (1)
consciously aiming at it, but by considering and aiming
at the conditions that lie back of it, and cotnoel it.
If ?»e can discover a child's urgent needs and powers, and
if we can supply an environment of materials, aooliances,
and resources, physical, social and intellectual—to di-
rect their adequate operation—we shall not have to
think about interest. It will take care of itself. The
problewg of educators, teachers, parents, the state, is
to orovide the environment that induces educative or de-
veloping activities, and where these are found the one
thing needful in education is secured. • It is for this
purpose that these appreciation units have been pre-
pared—to create interest, to unfold certain great ideas,
to enrich the experience of the pupil.
Just as we study an epoch in history without ex-
pecting to remember all about it, but for the value of the
experience, for the frame of mind it gives us and the
knowledge of how the human race works out its problems;
so we may take our young neoole through any one of these
units of work for the experience it rives them, for the
attitudes it creates, and for the knowledge of that side
of human experience which we call mathematics.
Through the mathematical experiences encountered in
these units, the subject may be made to appeal to the
(1) Dewey, John - Interest and Effort in Education -
2. P. Dutton Co. - pages 95 - 9G.
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learner as interesting and valuable. Furthermore, it has
been found that, after this appeal has been successful,
pupils need to be held back rather than driven forward in
this branch of learning. These units have been selected,
not merely for providing opportunity for acquiring more
information, but to give the child a chance to grow in
habits which are going to be most helpful to him in his
own child life as well as in the life of adult society.
The e topics, if properly developed and enriched, con-
tinue with the pupil as interests through life. The
child must come to know the contributions of the past to
his environment and the possibilities of the future for
widening his outlooks and attitudes. The teacher should
try to leave each unit with the feeling that there is a
fascinating field for further investigation which neither
the individual nor the whole group has yet touched.
The mathematics of each unit has been simplified ns
much as possible , with calculus almost entirely eliminated,
in order that the topics may be uoed to advantage in all
high school classes irrespective of their training. The
main trend of each unit, however, should be well within
the grasp of the whole group and no unit should be car-
ried farther than the group as a whole can go ^ith sat-
isfaction. It is for this re-’ son that these unit3 are
written in such detail—in order that the material may be
considered as a basis for working out the same or simi-
lar units. This is one of the most desirable uses of
c*
%
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these descriptions since the pupils in different classes
and environments vary erectly. It is intended also that
these units be used by the teacher in order that her
preparation in information shall be particularly broad.
It Is very difficult, almost impossible, for her to gain
her information as the unit progresses. She should Icno^
the field of subject matter as it spreads out from any
unit of work.
Hie greatest value which any unit of -’ork can have
is that it allows for initiative of teacher as well as of
pupil. In developing these -mite, therefore, there has
been little thought that they would be taken and used
without deviation for any class. The first sir. of these
units may be used with success in both first and second,
year classes, while the last two
,
involving some ele-
mentary calculus, are better suited for the more advanced
pupils. Indeed it is essential that ouptls should sense
the vigor and vitality of mathematics as early as pos-
sible in their high school careers, in order that they
may be encouraged to continue their mathematical train-
ing at least through high school. For, to quote from
the Report of the National Committee on Mathematical
Requirements, "if the student who omits the mat! eraati- (1)
cal courses has need of them later, it is almost in-
variably more difficult, and it is frequently Impos-
sible, for him to obtain the training in which he is
(1) Committee Report - The Reorganization of Secondary
Mathematics - The Mathematical
Association of America - page 34.
o\
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deficient. It requires systematic -orb under a competent
teacher to master properly the technioue of the subject,
and any break in the continuity of the work i9 a handicap
for which increased maturity rarely compensates. Ilore-
over, when the individual discovers his need of further
mathematical training it is usually difficult for him to
take the time from his other activities for systematic
~rork in elementary mathematics. w We must, then, convince
our pupils that mathematics is alive, sparkling, and
vigorous. The whole process is to give an intelli ible
unity to the whole subject, and an attempt to restore that
purely intellectual aporecintion which has so largely de-
clined during the past generation.
In some classes just a description of the work of a
master scientist has proved profitable, while in others
the actual working out of the problem itself has been
attempted with success. By working out one or two of
these units with a class it became apparent that *the
^orld in which we live is Incurably mr theme tical. C'xr (1)
entire civilization, our sciences, our modes of think-
ing, have a mathematical core.” The entire wrocesn may
cover a wide range. Vr may convince the youngster who
want3 to build bridges and skyscrapers that he must
mix higher mathematics with his mortar, build it into
his foundations; we may reassure the prospective re-
search physician or biologist or chemist or industrial
(1) Betz, Wm. - The Reorganization of Secondary Sc! ool
Mathematics - Progressive Education -
page 377.
r>
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engineer that he can not re^ch the top of Ms profession
if he lacks advanced mat) emr tical knowledge.
Mathematics, if wc are not greatly mistaken, is
presently destined to play a much larger part in our gen-
eral scheme of education than it ever has in the past.
This conclusion is based upon a consideration that the
tools and the methods offered by this science have been
so largely responsible for the extraordinary advances in
other sciences whioh the past generation has witnessed.
The more mathematics contributes to the development of
other sciences the -.ore ependent upon it tl cy Mce: s.
Mathematics is a useful tool, but is also something far
greater for it present a in unsullied outline that model
after which all scientific thought must be cast. These
units, then, are M so many draperies, fashioned to render (1)
this outline visible to those who cannot ot; er 1 ?e ap-
preciate it. Sven the several branches—analysis, geor*-
etry, mechanics-—serve the same end; behind them all is
the one pure structure of mathematical thought. They '"ho
most appreciate the structure will best fashion the
draperies, and so render it most clearly visible to those
whom they instruct. H
On entering into the study of a unit of work, care
should be taken to arouse interest. It is just as de-
sirable, however, that sufficient material, making direct
appeal to the child* s interest, shall be reserved for use
(1) Carson, G. St.L. - Essays on Mathematical Education -
Ginn & Co. - page 31.
('
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in connection with a further study of the topic. Out of
Ms enlarged experiences and interests, therefore, arise
increased opportunities for motivating other topics ao a
means of further natural growth. A deeper appreciation
will be evident. A keener obaerv- tion of all that 1=? go-
ing on about him and a more intelligent interpretation of
life today rill result. In order to accomplish all t: is,
the teacher *s own cultural background must be full in its
content and significant in its meanings, facts them-
selves may be very entertaining, but they are not educa?-
tive unless they help the child meet his needs and stim-
ulate further creativeness. The teacherfe information
should he broad and thorough, but it should also have been
learned in such a ray that it is possible to reassemble
it about some element of the child* s experience in the
classroom in order to make the experience more meaningful
to him.
A study of the appreciation units impresses us with
the fact that mathematics helps us to understand the world
in which a>e live. The world today is the "orlf of the
scientist, the v/orlc of the engineer and the mechanic; it
is the world of the chemist, the physicist, the biologist,
and the physician-scientist; it is equally the ~orld of
the astronomer, of the artist, and of the thinker. Man
i 3 distinguished from other living creatures by his
powers of reasoning; the -orld in which he lives is a
world of thought and of people who think. Mathematics is
—.
.
.
. £ , j. tBM *ti «
•
•
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essential In any such conee tion of the world to ay. Such
,
in brief, is the ap >raelation view point.
It may be asked whether it can be hoped that a pun11
may end his school career with these ideas fully developed*
Frankly, it -as not intended that he should, -'e ay re-
gard such ideas as mountain peaks, standing far above the
mists of the particular applications which we h-ve con-
sidered in these appreciation irnits. ''He who has scram-
bled longest among the mists sees these peaks most els r- (l )
iy; some indeed hove pierced the clou's and seen them in
their full beauty—have even scaled them and viewed one
from another. Toe function of the teacher is to lead the
child through the mints by such ways a 3 -ill give him
glimpses, even though they are but shadowy, of the higher
ground beyond. These ? ill remain and develop in sin s to
which they are suited—minds, I am convinced, far more
com: on than is generally supposed. H
(1) Carson, G. Pt.L. - Assays on Matl e :: tical .Tneat ion -
Ginn & Co. - page 139.
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